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SUMMARY 
The current research study presents a numerical approach in modelling the conjugate heat transfer 
system of the gas-turbine rotating discs-cavities. The work was undertaken to understand such 
phenomena and, more specifically, to numerically investigate the thermal interactions in rotating 
discs-cavities.  
The developed solver is capable of dealing with complex heat transfer problems, such as unsteady 
three-dimensional compressible rotating-flows. The development was based on integrating an in-
house computational fluid dynamics code (SURF) with a heat conduction solver internally. 
Method of interpolation using mapped area was also introduced for treating non-matching meshes 
at interface, which plays an effective role in exchanging boundary data. 
This thesis also documents the development of a numerical finite volume cell-vertex hybrid edge-
based heat conduction code by the author using FORTRAN. The heat conduction solver was 
developed and validated to deal with three dimensional solid-domains using unstructured 
elements.  
The validation process was carried out on several test cases for investigating the temperature 
distribution. The test results were presented to show good agreement with the analytical, 
experimental and other commercial numerical solutions where they exist. 
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NOMENCLATURES 
Symbol Definition Units 
  Conduction area, normal to that edge  
  
  Conduction area normal to the edge  
  
  Thermal diffusivity (
               
           
)        
  
Specific heat (  : at constant pressure;   : at 
constant volume) 
J kg  K   
   Hydraulic diameter   
  Characteristic length   
 ̇ Rate of energy W 
 ̇ Rate of heat generation per volume W m
   
  Ratio of specific heat coefficients  
  
  
  - 
ℎ Convection heat transfer coefficient W m
  K   
  Index of solid side nodes (in interfacial-cell) - 
  Index of fluid side nodes (in interfacial-cell) - 
  Thermal conductivity W m
  K   
  Length , or distance between two nodes   
  Dynamic viscosity     
      
Nu Nusselt number - 
  Pressure N m
   
Pr Prandtl number - 
  Heat flux W m
   
  Rate of heat transfer W 
  Density kg m
   
  Perfect gas constant kJ kg
  K   
   Reynolds number - 
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Rs Residuals - 
  Temperature K 
  Convection speed m s
   
  Velocity m s
   
  Volume  
  
 
Subscripts 
c cold 
h hot 
I inlet 
f fluid 
g generated  
o outlet 
s solid 
st stored  
w wall 
 
Abbreviations 
1D One Dimension(al) 
2D Two Dimensions 
3D Three Dimensions 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
CHT Conjugate Heat Transfer 
FDM Finite Difference Method 
FEM Finite Element Method 
FSI Fluid Solid Interface 
FVM Finite Volume Method 
HC Heat Conduction  
HE Heat Exchanger 
HTC Heat Transfer Coefficient  
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IDI Interface Data Interaction 
LHS Left Hand Side 
PDE Partial Differential Equation(s) 
RHS Right Hand Side 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction 
The increase in turbine inlet temperature, from approximately 900 K in 1940’s Whittles’ 
engines (Owen and Rogers 1989; Illingworth 2006) to about 2000 K in recent 
combined-cycle power-plant (Hada et al. 2012), is associated with significant 
improvements in the power outputs and efficiencies. As a result, effective cooling is an 
essential feature in the design requirements. Internal cavities of rotating discs play an 
effective role in satisfying the cooling requirements of the system. Providing an 
accurate temperature distribution profile in a three dimensional (3D) presentation for 
such domains is essential.  
The heat transfer problems in complex geometry domains are very common in industry. 
Determination of accurate temperature distributions in 3D is a challenge. When heat 
transfer occurs in complex fluid-solid systems, boundary conditions are continuously 
interacting between these different domains. The mechanism of continuous fluid-solid 
interaction is described as Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT).  
CHT operation occurs in a wide range of industrial thermodynamic applications such as 
Heat Exchangers (HEs), internal cooling in gas-turbine engines, nuclear reactors and 
computer components cooling system ...etc. The vast development in computer 
processors, within the last two decades, has offered the opportunity for extensive 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) research studies in this field. The applications of 
CHT are very wide and a further research investigation is needed for this development.  
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The main challenge in solving CHT problems is the data interaction at interface. The 
Interface Data Interaction (IDI) means extracting boundary data from each type of 
domain and sending boundary conditions to the neighbour domains. For fluid domains, 
the fluid motion equations of Navier-Stokes are solved. For solid domains, Heat 
Conduction (HC) equation is solved (Al Qubeissi 2012a). At the interface boundaries of 
these domains, heat flux (temperature gradient) and temperature are exchanged (Al 
Qubeissi 2012b).  
For the ‘rotating-discs’ system of gas-turbine, discs are represented by the (solid) HC 
equations; whereas fluid-motion equations are solved to calculate the cooling-air flow 
profile. In usual cases, heat is transferred from hot blades to the discs through their 
roots. Also, cooling air feeds the rotating cavity axially and departs throughout the 
shroud radially. The full scene of the airflow through a typical gas-turbine engine sketch 
is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Different domains usually require different mesh types and sizes. The difference in 
meshes inside the domains leads to non-conforming, and maybe overlapping, meshes at 
interface. The treatment of non-matching meshes at interface is performed using linear 
interpolation. This method was used by Henshaw and Chand (2009) and described as a 
simpler well working interpolation method.  Giles (1997) had previously used this 
method in treating interface of a Finite Difference Method (FDM) based domain. Both 
researchers used linear interpolation for structured meshes.  
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1.1. Objectives 
The current research study was carried out in order to achieve the following main 
objectives: 
1. To simulate and understand the fluid flow and heat transfer profiles in CHT systems. 
2. To numerically investigate the complex phenomena of CHT in rotating-discs 
cavities. 
3. To implement a numerical method, in the form of a software development, for 
solving a wide range of CHT problems.   
The process of achieving the above objectives was broken down into the following steps 
of the research progress: 
 Development of a HC code for determining the boundary temperature distribution 
and heat flux in the solid parts of the system.  
 The fluid part of the system is solved using the in-house CFD software, SURF, 
developed by Sayma et al. (2000).  
 IDI treatment. Fluid boundary data at the interfacial areas must align with the HC 
boundary values of temperature and heat flux. The interface exchange process is 
performed in internal coupling strategy, i.e. two solvers in one code. Each domain 
must have consistent transfer of data of its boundaries when boundary grids do not 
match at interface. 
Since the current research interest is in generalising the CHT solver to complex 
applications, such as rotating flows/cavities. This type of flow is given a special 
attention and described in the following sub-section: 
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1.2. Rotating Cavities 
The rotating cavity is the flow formed between two co-axial rotating discs. This type of 
flow contains a range of different configurations depending on type of throughflow of 
fluid and on temperature of the surrounding walls. The difference in cavity 
configuration refers to the difference in application. The radial outflow cavity is formed 
between the turbine co-rotating discs as a coolant flow, which is the topic of the current 
research interest. It is worth mentioning that the flow regions inside the cavity were 
classified by Owen and Rogers (1995) into the following categories: source region, 
Ekman layers, sink region and interior core, as shown in Figure 1.2.  
 
Figure 1.2: The flow structure of an axial-inflow and radial-outflow cavity of co-
rotating discs (Owen and Rogers 1995) 
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From Figure 1.2, source region refers to the flow near the entrance, Ekman layers are 
flow streams near the wall, sink region refers to flow near the flow exit and interior core 
is the flow in the middle of the cavity. The name Ekman layer is used to the similarity 
with Ekman layers where the velocity of fluid outside boundary layer is smaller than the 
disc speed (Ekman 1905). The primary interest of the current research topic is in the 
temperature distribution in the radial outflow coolant and rotating discs. As a result, the 
flow regions are only displayed in this subsection for illustration. However, the reader is 
referred to some of the early original contributions in the topic for deep understanding 
of rotating flows such as (Kármán 1921; Daily and Nece 1960; Dorfmann 1963; Owen 
1971; Owen and Rogers 1995). 
 
1.3. Thesis Structure 
HC code is developed, in the current research study, for solving the heat transfer 
equation using cell-vertex edge-based FVM. HC code is enhanced with the capability of 
reading 3D unstructured tetrahedral meshes. Using unstructured grids assists in the 
flexibility of discretizing complex geometries. The fluid flow equations are solved 
numerically using SURF (in-house CFD code used at Thermo-Fluid Mechanics 
Research Centre). SURF is a validated approach in solving unsteady 3D compressible 
flow problems (Sayma et al. 2000). The code is based on the cell-vertex edge-based 
Finite Volume discretisation technique, which can read unstructured hybrid grids and 
deal with a very wide range of complex geometries.  
The application of coupling (solid/fluid codes) procedure is performed to exchange the 
interface thermal boundary conditions. The target (SURF-HC) solver is predicted to 
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propagate over a wide range of complex CHT applications. Modelling a 3D CHT 
system of gas-turbine rotating-stationary disc components will be the main validation 
process of this investigation.  
In this thesis, a review of previous work in relation to the topic is presented in Chapter 
2. The methodology of developing HC code, the drawbacks in previously used HC 
solution and fluid solver are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents challenges and 
methodologies of interface treatment with two validation cases of HEs. In Chapter 5, the 
validation case of gas turbine co-rotating discs is described and modelled. Discussion 
about obtained results and conclusions are given in Chapter 6. Further analytical 
descriptions and schematic illustrations are attached at the end of these Chapters in the 
section of Appendices. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2. Literature review 
Advances in numerical methods with the availability of efficient computer hardware 
have led to widespread simulation of engineering cases on computers. Heat transfer and 
fluid flow processes are predicted using a numerical solution of the governing partial 
differential equations (PDE). The development of the numerical technique and 
modelling strategies used in current research project are concluded from previous 
research contributions as reviewed in the following historical survey. Since the research 
project is based on three modelling steps, the literature survey was conducted in three 
directions, as follows: 
 
2.1. Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a computer based numerical simulation, 
involving fluid flow and heat transfer equations. The CFD technique has become so 
powerful to span a very wide range of engineering applications, most importantly the 
gas-turbine systems (Versteeg and Malalasekera 1995). In CHT systems, with the 
availability of a CFD solver, the most relevant interest is in the fluid behaviour near the 
wall. In the last two decades, there have been numerous resources of studies and 
developments in solving CFD problems (Hirsch 1988; Hoffmann 2000a; Hoffmann 
2000b; Fletcher 2000; Fletcher 2003; Archameau et al 2004). A selection of the most 
relevant papers is reviewed below.  
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Frink and Pirzadeh (1999) presented a review of the algorithmic features and 
capabilities of an unstructured-grid flow solver “USM3Dns”. This code was developed 
for solving the Euler and Navier–Stokes equations for domains of complex shapes. 
Spatial discretization was accomplished by a tetrahedral cell-centred Finite Volume 
Method (FVM) using Roe’s upwind flux difference splitting. Solution reconstruction 
within the tetrahedral cells was accomplished with a simple multidimensional analytical 
formula. Time is advanced by an implicit backward-Euler time-stepping scheme. Flow 
turbulence effects were modelled by the Spalart–Allmaras one-equation model (Spalart 
& Allmaras 1991), which is coupled with a wall function to reduce the number of cells 
in the near-wall region of the boundary layer. Access to the source code of USM3Dns 
was not available to the current research for testing. As a result, this type of solution did 
not take part in the current research. 
Sayma et al. (2000) introduced an advanced numerical model for the simulation of 
steady and unsteady viscous 3D compressible flows for modelling a wide range of 
complex industrial applications including turbomachinery. The compressible Navier-
Stokes equations were used together with one-equation turbulence model. The flow 
domain is discretised using unstructured hybrid grids that can contain a mixture of 
hexahedral, pentahedral, tetrahedral, and triangular prismatic cells, which adds a benefit 
of making the solver very flexible to deal with a very wide range of domain 
complexities. The flow equations were discretised using an edge-based vertex-centred 
FVM.  This work included the development and validation of the CFD software, SURF. 
The air flow was modelled in the current research using SURF, which solves the fluid 
flow (Navier-Stokes) set of equations numerically. 
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Dalal et al. (2008) proposed a FVM formulation for solving unsteady flow cases of 3D 
complex geometries. The pressure-velocity decoupling was avoided by momentum 
interpolation. The authors tested the code to have second-order accuracy on 
unstructured grids. Some Navier-Stokes solutions were presented to verify the method 
with standard benchmark solutions. However, the drawback of this study was the 
limitation of the solver applications to incompressible laminar flows only. 
 
2.2. Heat Conduction 
The development of the Heat Conduction (HC) code was mainly made for the following 
purposes: (1) dealing with cases of complex geometries, (2) the capability of 
customising the boundary conditions and (3) developing a coupled CHT solver in one 
code. The numerical solution of the HC equation is based on intensive study of the 
previously developed methods. A selection of the most closely relevant studies is given 
below: 
Lyra et al. (2005) developed a numerical formulation for the 2D HC model. This 
formulation used a cell-vertex FVM implemented in an edge-based data structure. The 
author used Laplacian method in calculating the normal vectors for the first order 
derivatives. The authors claimed that the proposed formulation was an effective and 
flexible solution of simple model problems as shown in Figure 2.1. However, the 
validation of this approach on a steady state HC equation, which was carried out at early 
stages of the current research and shown in Chapter 3, demonstrated an increase in 
errors and less accuracy with 3D cases. 
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Asllanaj et al. (2007) has adapted a FVM formulation based on a cell vertex scheme. 
The method was associated to an interpolation scheme, in which temperature is 
approximated by linear interpolation using nodal values. The solution was proposed by 
the authors to solve a typical heat transfer application of a radiative boundary condition.  
Xia et al. (2007) proposed a vertex-based FVM using unstructured grids and cell-based 
data structure for computational analysis of 2D and 3D general problems. The 
governing equations were spatially discretised with an implicit dual time stepping 
scheme. The proposed method was applied to calculate 2D and 3D flows. 
Computational results were described by the authors as of good agreement with the 
analytical solutions and can be a viable alternative to the traditional finite element 
method (FEM). This method was implemented in the numerical solution of the Left 
Hand Side (LHS) of the HC equation.  
793 nodes 32 nodes 
Figure 2.1: A view of temperature contours in the validation of a 2-D heat transfer 
problem with convection by Lyra et al. (2005) 
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Wegian and Yazdi (2008) used Gauss’s theorem to integrate the unsteady 3D HC 
equation numerically. The second order accurate discretisation, as described by the 
authors, was based on the finite volume cell-centred technique. The solution was 
validated in the current research study for a cell-vertex (or vertex-centred) scheme to 
prove excellent agreement with the analytical solution where it exists. 
 
2.3. Conjugate Heat Transfer 
Montenay et al. (2000) classified solving CHT problems, at the fluid-solid boundaries 
through the engine cooling cavities, as one of the most important and challenging tasks 
for the turbo-engine designers. Illingworth (2006) has further defined the reason for its 
importance as the direct effect of CHT efficiency on life and performance of the 
engines. This was also seen, by Illingworth (2006), as challenging because the 
commercial modelling software for fluid domains and their neighbouring solids was 
only available in separate commercial codes.  
In the current research, the main challenge in solving CHT problems is seen to be the 
IDI. The term IDI means extracting boundary data from each type of domain and 
sending information to the neighbour domain. Types of governing equations applied 
and data interacted depend on: type of domain (fluid/solid) and type of application.  
Indinger and Shevchuk (2004) considered transient heat transfer in modelling a rotating 
disc heated to a constant initial temperature. The disc was exposed to unsteady cooling 
by still air. The study, assisted with analytical solution and experimental tests, showed 
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that the HTC is independent on transient conditions and that it is equal to its value at 
steady-state. 
The numerical approaches of solving CHT problems can be either of direct or indirect 
coupling. The direct approach occurs when different fields are solved simultaneously in 
a large system of equations by a monolithic solver. The direct coupling approach was 
previously conducted by several researchers (Kao and Liou 1997; Han et al. 2001; 
Rahman et al. 2005; Luo and Razinsky 2007; Ganesan 2007). The indirect coupling 
consists of solving each set of field equations separately with interface solvers that 
exchange boundary conditions. This approach was used by a group of researchers such 
as (Heselhaus and Vogel 1995; Sondak and Dorney 2000; Papanicolaou et al. 2001; 
Garg 2002; Bohn et al. 2005). There can be another approach where the coupling 
strategy lays in between direct and indirect. These approaches can make the coupling 
codes either strongly or weakly coupled. In addition, a combination can compromise to 
another middle approach of strong and weak couple. These three coupling approaches 
are described below: 
1. A single (strongly coupled) system approach: fluid equations, of motion and heat 
balance, are solved for the entire domain with either giving velocities equal to zero in 
the solid zones. The HC equations for solids can also be solved separately and called 
within the CFD code. This type is described as the most robust system (Henshaw 
2000).  This method can also be described by another route as applying energy 
balance and fluid motion equations on the fluid side and interacting data with the 
heat balance equation of the solid side.  This approach is called, by most researchers 
in the field, as a CHT approach (Lou & Razinsky 2007). 
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2. The weakly coupled approach: each side of the system (solid or fluid) is solved 
separately. The couple exchange data through interfacial equations. The advantage of 
this approach is the ability to re-use existing physics codes without the need to 
develop a new single approach. This method is applied, as a shortcut, when no access 
to one or both of the source codes is provided. This type of coupling does not require 
deep knowledge in numerical solving techniques and can be used for limited 
purposes within the limitations of both available codes. An example of a weakly 
coupled solution was coupling two commercial codes externally as presented by 
Illingworth (2006). 
3. Middle approach: Solving the heat balance equation for the entire system. This 
method treats walls as very thin, i.e. considering both side-temperatures of the wall 
while ignoring temperature distribution inside the wall. 
The current research interest is in the first type of CHT approach. This is owing to the 
availability of the CFD solver (SURF). Developing an HC code can widen the 
opportunity for further research development in the field, such as solving other heat 
transfer related problems. HC can be used separately for modelling a wide range of heat 
transfer applications with a flexibility of customizing the boundary conditions. The 
currently considered choice has the benefit of the weakly coupled and strongly coupled 
CHT solvers. 
At interface, meshes of the coupled domains can either coincide in shape and size or 
they become non-matching (non-conforming) meshes. The existence of non-conforming 
meshes is essential in most CHT applications due to the need for different mesh 
requirements for each domain. The literature review of some of the strongly related 
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research work, based on these two classifications of interface mesh types, is presented 
in the following two sub-sections. 
 
2.3.1. Conforming Meshes 
Giles (1997) suggested, in his research article, that Dirichlet boundary condition is 
applied to the fluid side (upon continuity of temperature) and Neumann condition to the 
solid side (upon continuity of heat flux). The 1D approach has shown viable stability 
and theoretically applicable to 2D and 3D cases. 
A few researchers (Chemin 2006; Radenac, 2006; Roe et al., 2008; Duchaine et al. 
2009) suggested applying the Dirichlet boundary condition (fixed temperature from 
solid boundary) at fluid side and a mixed, Robinson type, boundary condition 
(temperature and heat flux from fluid boundary) at solid side. This approach is seen to 
be the most representative to what happens at interface. However, defining the local 
convection coefficient can result in a set of empirical relationships which may lead to 
some approximations and errors. 
Comini et al. (2007) introduced a modelling of Coupled Conduction-Convection in 
Moist Air Cooling. The article deals with the numerical simulation of moist air cooling 
in compact HEs. The energy equation was solved in the whole domain, using the FEM, 
in one equation. The authors concerns were accuracy, reliability, and capabilities of the 
methodology. The proposed method was used to solve some problems of HEs with both 
plate-fin and tube-fin types. 
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Illingworth (2006) applied an external coupling procedure using the ‘two-run’ method 
for the Gas-turbine rotating cavities. The researcher coupled the resulted data of Fluent 
(a commercial CFD solver) with SC03 (FEM HC code, developed by Rolls Royce) 
externally. The two run method is based on employing two CFD runs (of the same 
problem) for extracting the HTC, from the difference of two heat fluxes and two 
surface-temperatures. Two runs method is using the same solution on the same problem 
twice in order to verify the thermal convection coefficient from the difference between 
heat fluxes given in the two runs:  
h =
q   − q 
T   − T  
 
Where h  is the thermal convection coefficient and q  & q  are the heat fluxes extracted 
from the two runs wall temperatures T   & T   . Above equation is assumed on the 
bases that fluid temperatures (Tf1 & Tf2) of both CFD runs are equal, i.e. 
h =
q   − q 
(T   − T  )− (T   − T  )
 
Where T    & T    are the fluid temperatures near the wall given by the two runs. 
Although this method is claimed by the author to be viable, it is time-expensive with 
strong possibility of input-errors. It is therefore important to address the advantages and 
disadvantages, in relation to applying this method. The difficulty of this method is in 
providing the right bulk temperature value when fluid temperature has sharp gradient 
near the wall. This method may result in defining the wrong thermal boundary layer for 
the mesh generated. Thus, the two run method is exposed to a high possibility of user-
input errors. 
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He & Oldfield (2010) proposed a conjugate analysis for periodic unsteady flows. The 
introduced semi-analytical interface condition has enabled the unsteady conjugate 
coupling to be achieved without simultaneously solving the unsteady temperature field 
in the solid domain. The study was described by the author as a new approach in 
introducing a realigning method in the time scale for a periodic coupled, fluid 
(convection)-solid (conduction), unsteady system. The wall temperature is derived, 
based on 1D FDM, as: 
T  =
T   
  
∆  
  + T   
  
∆  
 
  
∆  
+
  
∆  
 
Where T  & T  are the solid and fluid temperatures adjacent to their walls, respectively, 
and  ∆x  & ∆x  are the solid and fluid temperature nodes’ distances from their walls, 
respectively. In real life, the transient temperature responds to the time scale much 
quicker in solid domains than in fluid ones. The study has introduced a time scale ratio, 
between solid and fluid domains, of 10,000. Assuming that 1D Fluid CFL (Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy) number is less than unity, i.e. 
     
  
≤ 1  and 1D Solid Fourier number 
is 
   ∝
   
≤ 0.5. It is worth mentioning that CFL condition for convergence is that time-
step must be less than a certain value in explicit time-marching simulations, otherwise 
the simulation will produce widely incorrect results. He & Oldfield (2010) has have 
given an example of CHT system variables as: u (flow speed)= 300 m/s, Cp(steel)=465 
J/kg.K, ρ=7800 kg/m3, k= 54 W/m.K, both edge sizes (Δx)= 0.001 m will result in time 
step function of:  
Δ  
Δt 
≈ 10,000 
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The time discretisation for solid domain is a factor of 10,000 of the fluid time step, i.e. 
convection process is about 10,000 times faster than the conduction process of heating 
in average. 
 
2.3.2. Non-Conforming (Non-Matching) Meshes 
Non-matching meshes at interface is the most demanded case when generating the 
meshes of both domains separately. This is due to the different mesh requirements for 
each domain. This type of interface develops a complexity in transferring accurate data 
between both domains. The differences in mesh sizes can raise difficulties in 
transferring accurate data through interface. This is due to difficulty in passing accurate 
data between cells of different nodal densities at same interface. Although there has 
been extensive contribution in this field, there is still some gap in providing a standard 
method for guaranteeing continuity of temperature and heat flux in such cases.  
De Boer et al. (2008) made a comparison of conservative and consistent approaches for 
the coupling of non-matching meshes. The differences in accuracy and efficiency 
between conservative and consistent coupling approaches have been investigated by the 
author. This was done for an analytical test problem as well as a steady quasi-1D FSI 
problem. The author has proposed a solution for overcoming non-matching meshes by 
forcing an interface line in the middle of the non-matching/overlapping nodes and 
redefining the interface meshes and domain-boundaries on both domains according to 
the line, as shown in Figure 2.2. The success of this approach is limited to 2D 
applications, but not practical for 3D problems. Also this method is seen to lie in a 
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complexity of redefining the boundaries and mesh nodes at interface, which leads to the 
necessity of re-generating the mesh for both domains. Relocating interface-nodes with 
their domain boundaries and refining the mesh will require a significant memory 
increase for a reasonably complex geometry. 
 
 
Mathews et al. (2007) presented a numerical study to analyse 2D conjugate, turbulent 
mixed convection heat transfer from a vertical channel with four heat sources uniformly 
flush-mounted to one of the channel walls. The standard k-e turbulence model, modified 
by including buoyancy effects with customized physical boundary conditions, i.e. 
without wall functions, was used for the analysis. This method is seen as a limited 
strategy designed for solving specific CHT problems and will lead to a failure with 
other applications, such as compressible flow CHT problems.  
Figure 2.2: A schematic of non-matching and overlapping coarse meshes with a 
compromising line, as suggested by de Boer et al. (2008) 
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Jaiman et al. (2006) investigated the accuracy of implementing the interface-mesh 
refinement method on curved contact boundaries, which is simplified in plane 
projection, as shown in Figure 2.3.  
 
 
The method introduced by Jaiman et al. (2006) was based on projecting nodes of both 
domain boundaries on an imaginary interface plane and re-defining the interface mesh. 
In this method, the author suggested passing the solid temperature at the wall to the 
fluid domain while the heat flux (load) is delivered from fluid boundary to the solid 
domain. The authors have proven the success of this proposed method and claimed that 
this can be generalised on other cases. However, it is seen that the application of 
interface-mesh refinement ignores the mesh requirements for each domain, which 
makes the mesh less representative to the domain solution. 
Figure 2.3: A schematic of interface-mesh refined based on projection scheme 
(Jaiman et al. 2006) 
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Henshaw and Chand (2009) described linear interpolation of non-matching meshes at 
interface as a simpler well working interpolation method.  Giles (1997) had previously 
suggested the method in treating interface of a structured-mesh based domain using 
FDM of second order accuracy. Both researchers used linear interpolation for structured 
meshes. In unstructured meshes, the complexity of transferring accurate data can 
develop because of the arbitrary shapes of boundary (quadric or triangular) elements. In 
addition, the sizes of the boundary elements differ from side to another. This view 
coincides with the current research requirement (Al Qubeissi 2012b). The interest of 
current research work is providing a solution for treating non-matching interface meshes 
regardless to the type and size with considering a possibility of overlapping grids.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS AND METHODOLOGIES 
3. Numerical Solutions and Methodologies 
The CHT solver, in nature, is a component of HC and fluid flow equations. HC solution 
is the application of the heat transfer equation in solid domains. The solution of the fluid 
side is a set of fluid motion, momentum and energy equations. This Chapter presents the 
numerical techniques in solving these equations including the development of HC code.  
 
3.1. Heat Conduction Solver 
Heat conduction can be defined as the mechanism of exchanging internal energy from 
one part of domain with higher energy (higher temperature) to another of lower energy 
(lower temperature). A clear understanding of the mechanism of HC is very important 
for developing a solution of complex problems (McMadams 1942). 
The cell-vertex finite volume technique has been implemented using an edge-based data 
structure for solving the 3D HC problems. This formulation is very flexible and 
efficient. The implemented strategy of discretisation is flexible to deal with any kind of 
unstructured meshes and therefore any geometry. The solution methodology presented 
in this Chapter is also subject to all sorts of boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Neumann, 
and Cauchy). 
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HC code is developed to solve the HC equation. The governing equation is solved 
numerically for a control volume, shown in Figure 3.1, with no internal heat generation 
as: 
    
∂T
∂t
+ ∇ ⃑ ∙  ⃑ = 0                                                               (3.1) 
In equation (3.1),   is the temperature value given in ( ) and    represent density and 
heat capacity with units (kg m  ) & (W kg  K  ) respectively.  ⃑  is the heat flux in 
three components, as a vector value, which is given by Fourier’s law as: 
 ⃑ = −  ∇ ⃑ T                                                                   (3.2) 
Where, k is the isotropic thermal conductivity.  
 
 
 
 
 
It is worth mentioning that heat fluxes contributing to the central node, in Figure 3.1, 
must be normal to the boundary weights of that control volume. In cell-vertex scheme 
the contribution comes from each neighbour node i to the central node through the edge 
 
 edge midpoints 
C central vertex 
E centre of element (centroid) 
-- Boundary (  ) 
 
 
  ⃑     
C 
  ⃑     
E 
Figure 3.1: 2D view of a vertex centred control volume (the shaded area) from (Al 
Qubeissi 2012a) 
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connecting these two nodes. The weights can be represented by the umbrella area at the 
edge mid-point multiplied by its normal. The numerical solution of equation (3.1) is 
further described in the following section. 
 
3.1.1. Finite Volume Method 
Equation (3.1) over a control volume can be discretised, in Figure (3.1), by the 
application of the variational method (Younes et al. 2004) and (Wegian and Yazdi 
2008): 
    
  
  
  
 
=   ∇ ⃑ ∙   ∇ ⃑   
 
    
By considering   =      ., HC equation becomes: 
  
  
    
 
=     ∇ ⃑ ∙ ∇ ⃑     
 
                                              (3.3) 
Where the diffusivity   =
 
  
 (with units       ). Also, 
  
  
 can be considered as 
constant with integration over space, the LHS of equation (3.3) takes the form of:  
  
  
    
 
=
  
  
                                                         (3.4)
The term 
  
  
 can be expressed using the finite difference (forward) explicit scheme: 
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  
  
≅
   ∆  −    
∆ 
 
It is worth mentioning that in the case of a steady state, 
  
  
 will represent the residuals 
(change of temperature) over the time steps ∆  (Wegian and Yazdi 2008). This means in 
a steady state solution when   → ∞,
  
  
→ 0  (Hirsch 1988, p. 270). The RHS of equation 
(3.3) can be solved using Gauss’s (divergence) theorem (Chung 2002, p. 231) and 
(Hirsch 1988, pp. 223-230), as explained in Appendix (A), as: 
    ∇ ⃑ ∙ ∇ ⃑  
 
   =     ∇ ⃑   ∙  ⃑ dS
  
                                            (3.5) 
Where,  ⃑ is the outward normal vector,   is the control volume and    is the control 
volume boundary surface. By substituting the terms (3.4) and (3.5) into equation (3.3), 
the HC equation takes the form of: 
   ∆  −    
∆ 
 =
 
 
   ∇ ⃑   ∙    ⃑
  
                                                  (3.6)
Where, the weight at the boundary of the control volume for each edge is   ⃑ =  ⃑ dS 
and   ⃑   is the average temperature gradient at the boundary of the control volume    
located at the midpoint based on central differencing scheme, as shown in Figure 3.1, 
i.e. 
∇ ⃑   =
∇ ⃑    + ∇ ⃑   
2
                                                            (3.7) 
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Equation (3.7) gives the temperature gradient at the boundary of the control volume, by 
considering linear distribution of gradient along the edge. Similarly,    =
     
 
, as given 
by Hirsch (1988, p. 255) and Lyra et al. (2004). The gradient temperature components 
are also calculated using Gauss’s (divergence) theorem at the control volume boundary 
points (midpoints) as: 
∇ ⃑    =
1
  
        ⃑
  
                                                         (3.8) 
Or in a simplified summation as:  
∇ ⃑    =
1
  
     ∆ ⃑ 
 
   
 
Equation (3.6) can be re-written in simplified integration as: 
   ∆  −    
∆ 
 =
 
 
   ∇ ⃑   ∙ ∆ ⃑
 ́
 
 ́  
 
Or further simplified to: 
   ∆  =    +      ∇ ⃑   ∙ ∆ ⃑
 ́
 
 ́  
                                            (3.9) 
Where   =
∆    
 
, i  is the index of neighbour nodes in that cell (around node c) and N is 
the number of neighbour nodes around that cell central node. The value of    is the 
control parameter of the equation. Von Neumann condition of stability leads to a 
restriction over the values of stability factors (Hirsch 1988, pp. 304, 320, 334) as: 
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0 <    
1 
∆  
+
1 
∆  
+
1 
∆  
  ∆  ≤
1
2
                                  (3.10) 
Or simplified to: 
0 <    
A 
 
 
 
∆  ≤
1
2
 
Where,   represents the boundary area of the control volume  , which is a scalar value 
given by   =   ∆  ∆   + ∆   ∆   + ∆   ∆    and    is the control volume given by 
  = ∆ ∆ ∆ , with the units    and    respectively. Low values of   within the range 
given in equation (3.10) will keep a bound to the amplified errors between initial and 
updated values. The range of time steps can be expressed by: 
0 < ∆  ≤
1
2 
 
V 
 
 
 
                                                (3.11)
Test over the value ∆  was carried out within the range (3.11). The test was applied on a 
simple geometry, given in Appendix B, with the following grid densities: 
~390,~13000,~91000 and ~500,000 nodes. With finer grids ∆   was found to be 
smaller to a minimum of ~0.5  . ∆   becomes bigger with coarser meshes to ~6 s. 
Higher values of ∆  in the tests resulted in unstable solutions. Hence, it is essensial to 
assume a fixed small value of ∆  in order to avoid developing unstable solutions with 
coarse grids, e.g. assuming ∆  = 0.5   regardless to the grid sizes. 
Also, in equation (3.9) the temperature is updated from the given initial value and 
boundary conditions. Hence, it is necessary to choose the appropriate initial guess. This 
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can be set within the given range of boundary conditions. Equation (3.9) is applied at 
each cell central node (indexed c in Figure 1) for solving 2D and 3D problems. 
 
3.1.2. Boundary conditions 
There are two major types of boundary conditions applied, either given boundary 
temperature (Dirichlet) or given heat flux (Neumann) boundary conditions. There can 
be a case of a mix of these two types of boundary conditions. Further details about the 
solution of these types are given in the following sections. 
 
a) Dirichlet boundary condition 
When the temperature is imposed at the boundary, a Dirichlet boundary condition is 
applied. Hence the temperature values at the boundary nodes will be replaced by the 
prescribed values of temperature    over that boundary, i.e. 
  =    
However, the temperature gradient is still needed in equation (3.7) and thereafter 
equation (3.9) is used in order to find the temperatures at the adjacent nodes. 
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b) Neumann boundary conditions 
In this type of boundary conditions, the normal temperature gradient (as a function of 
heat flux) is imposed at the boundary. The HC flux is given by Fourier’s law as:  
 ⃑  = −  ∇ ⃑  . At the boundary, the normal heat flux from both sides is balanced as:  
 ⃑  ∙  ⃑=    
Where,  ⃑ is the normal vector components at that boundary node,  ⃑   is the heat flux 
components that conducted from internal nodes towards the centre of the boundary cell 
and     is the prescribed heat flux from outside the domain normal to the boundary, 
which can be convection (   = ℎ    −    ), fixed heat flux (   =      .), or adiabatic 
(   = 0). Therefore, 
  ∇ ⃑   ∙  ⃑+      = 0                                                    (3.12) 
The boundary temperature gradient has two components: (1) normal  ⃑   and (2) 
tangential  ⃑  vectors, as shown in Figure 3.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: A 2D view of a boundary cell showing the normal and tangential vectors, 
from (Al Qubeissi 2012a) 
b: central vertex of boundary cell 
 ⃑: boundary normal vector 
 ⃑: boundary tangential vector 
   
 ⃑  
Boundary (  ) 
  
 ⃑ 
b 
 ⃑ 
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Equation (3.12) is subject to the normal boundary fluxes only. The tangential portion of 
the flux is not taken into account in equation (3.12). It is therefore important to calculate 
the tangential temperature gradient. Since the tangential gradient is unknown, it can be 
decomposed from the tangent gradient of neighbour nodes (Wegian and Yazdi 2008). 
At the boundary, the temperature gradient can be decomposed as: 
∇ ⃑   =  ⃑  +  ⃑                                                           (3.13) 
To overcome the complexity of determining the tangential vectors, the tangential 
temperature gradient is decomposed from the estimated gradient as,   
 ⃑  = ∇ ⃑    −  ∇ ⃑    ∙  ⃑   ⃑                                               (3.14) 
Where:   ⃑    represents the estimated value of   ⃑  , which is defined as the rate of heat 
exchange (divided by  ) per unit volume of the surface (Wegian and Yazdi 2008). It is 
important to distinguish between  ⃑, given in (3.5) and (3.14), which is the average 
inward normal vector at the boundary.  
The estimated gradient   ⃑     is calculated from the assumed control volume at the 
boundary by creating a mirror cell to close that control volume, as shown in Figure 3.2. 
When the weights and the volume are doubled for that control volume, equation (3.8) 
will be called again, with adding the boundary temperature distribution effect for 
computing   ⃑    as: 
∇ ⃑    =
1
  
          ⃑
   
−        ⃑  ∆  
 
 
                                    (3.15) 
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Where, ∆  is the boundary area of that node within the connected boundary elements 
and   refers to the total number of segments around that boundary node. From above 
assumption, the gradient in equation (3.15) takes into account tangential derivatives 
accurately but not the normal ones. However, with Neumann boundary type, it is only 
important to get the right tangential component because the normal one is already 
specified by the imposed normal heat flux, in (3.12), as:  
 ⃑  = −
  
 
  ⃑                                                           (3.16)
By substituting (3.14) and (3.16) into (3.13), the (corrected) temperature gradient at the 
surface is: 
∇ ⃑   = −
  
 
  ⃑+ ∇ ⃑    +  ∇ ⃑    ∙  ⃑   ⃑                                   (3.17)
In order to find the temperature at the boundary, the heat flux term is added to equation 
(3.9) for closing the boundary control volume. Equation (3.9) at the boundary will 
become: 
   ∆  =    +      ∇ ⃑   ∙ ∆ ⃑
 ́
 
 ́  
 +
 
 
  (   ∆a) 
 
   
                     (3.18) 
Where j is index of boundary elements and   is the number of boundary elements of 
that control volume. ∆a is the boundary area of each boundary element. The temperature 
gradient ∇ ⃑   , given in (3.17), can be substituted into (3.18) in order to find the 
temperature at the boundary. Although Figures 3.1 and 3.2 of the control volume show 
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2D views for simplifications, the discretised HC equations (3.9) and (3.18) are 
straightforwardly applicable to 3D problems. 
 
3.2. Validation Cases 
The solution, derived in previous sections, has been validated against the available exact 
solution for 1D and 2D cases. It is worth mentioning that the geometries used for these 
tests are 3D, however, the dimensions of the heat transfer will vary depending on the 
case applied. The mesh generated for this case is unstructured tetrahedral element type. 
In 3D case, the validation was carried out against Fluent (commercial CFD code). A 
grid independence check was carried out for a wide range of node numbers: 
~390,13,000 & 91,000 nodes, as shown in Figure 3.3. In round and spherical shapes, 
the solution becomes much simpler because there is no difficulty in treating edges 
between surfaces of different boundary conditions. This shape sample is for showing the 
validation for sharp angles. 
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(A) (B) 
Figure 3.3: 3D view of the tetrahedral meshes used in testing HC code for the 3D case 
(A)  nodes (B)  nodes (C)  nodes 
(C) 
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a) 1D Test Case 
In 1D case, the temperature is specified at both ends of the domain as: at z= 0, T= 400 K 
and at z= 1, T= 300 K. The other sides of the domain were assumed perfectly adiabatic. 
In this case, the coarse mesh was enough to produce excellent approach against the 
exact solution, as shown in Figure 3.5. The given solution of this case compared to the 
analytical solution and Fluent (ANSYS, version 12.0) in Figure 3.4 was made for the 
coarse mesh, shown in Figure 3.3(A), of 390 nodes of the 3D geometry, which makes 
an equal to 90 nodes in 1D cut. The middle cut is shown in Figure 3.4 for illustration. 
Grid independence check was carried out for a wide range of node densities, as shown 
in Figure 3.6. Further details about visual comparisons and validations are displayed in 
Appendix B. The solution was converged after about 250 iterations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x=0.25 m 
 
Figure 3.4: 3D view of the geometry showing the 1D temperature profile 
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Figure 3.6: Grid independence check for the 1D case, over a range of node numbers 
from  nodes in 3D (equivalent to 9-100 in 1D) 
 
x=0.25 m & y=0.25 m 
Figure 3.5: Comparison of HC results vs. Fluent & Analytical solutions for 1D case, 
on 1D mesh of about 90 nodes  
 
z (m)
T
(K
)
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
300
320
340
360
380
400
HC
Fluent
Analytical
x=0.25 m & y=0.25 m 
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Figure 3.7: Temperature distribution in y-direction at z=0.1 and x=0.5 of HC (with 
~ 740 nodes) vs. the analytical solution 
y (m)
T
(K
)
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
HC 730
Analytical
x= 0.5 m, z=0.1 m
b) 2D Test Case 
In 2D case, a geometry of a plate, with dimensions (1 × 1 × 0.2)  , was used for 
validation. It is worth mentioning that, since the geometry is 3D, the 2D case is based 
on the 2D heat transfer. The following types of boundary conditions have been 
prescribed: at x=0 and x=1, T = 0; at y=0, T = 0; at y=0.5,   = sin(  / ); at z=0 and 
z=1, adiabatic surfaces (  = 0). This case has been introduced because of the 
availability of the exact solution (Karlekar & Desmond 1982, p. 161) and (White 1984, 
p. 113), as: 
 ( ,  )= 
sinh(   / )
sinh(   / )
 sin(   / )  
Where,   is the length of that cross section (  = 1  ) and    is the hight (  = 1  ). 
The validation results, in comparison between temperature distribution given by 
numerical and analytical solutions in different directions, are shown in Figures 3.7 and 
3.9, respectively. Figures 3.8 and 3.10 show the grid independence check in y and x 
directions respectively. More diagrams about visual validations of this case are attached 
in Appendix B. 
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0.05
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0.15
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HC
Analytical
y= 0.5 m, z=0.1 m
Figure 3.9: Temperature distribution in x-direction at z=0.1 and y=0.5 of HC (with 
~ 740 nodes) vs. the analytical solution 
Figure 3.8: Grid independence check for the 2D case, over a range of node numbers 
from ~ 240 to ~ 2,000 nodes at the section z=0.1, in y-direction 
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It should be emphasised that the steady state solution, shown in above Figures (3.5 to 
3.10), was obtained at large time value when the transient temperature values become 
functions of space only. This strategy was similarly applied to the following 3D case. 
c) 3D Test Case 
The validation is made in 3D for the geometry of a rectangular stainless steel rod of the 
dimensions (0.5 × 0.5 × 1)   , which is used for 1D case, with thermal conductivity 
  = 15.1          , as shown in Figure 3.3. The boundary conditions applied on this 
case are: at x= 0.25 m, y= 0.25 m & z= 0, T = 300 K; at x= 0, y= 0 & z= 1 m, fixed heat 
flux (  = 800      ). The temperature distribution given by HC in z and y directions 
is compared to Fluent results in Figures 3.11 and 3.12, respectively. The visual 
comparisons of HC with FLUENT solver are illustrated in Appendix B. 
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Figure 3.10: Grid independence check for the 2D case, over a range of node numbers 
from ~ 240 to ~ 2,000 nodes, at section z=0.1, in x-direction 
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Figure 3.11: Temperature distribution in z-direction of the 3D case for HC (with 
different grid densities) vs. Fluent, at x=0.25 m, y= 0.25 m 
Figure 3.12: Temperature distribution in y-direction of the 3D case for HC (with 
two grid densities) vs. Fluent at x=0.25 m, z= 0.5 m 
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The above profiles of temperature were extracted at central locations in x-, y- and z-
axes.   
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Figure 3.13: Grid independence check for the 3D case, over a range of node numbers 
from ~ 390 to ~ 91,000 nodes in z-direction 
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3.3. First Order Solution 
The numerical solution of the HC was initially solved using Laplace equation, as 
suggested by Lyra et al. (2005). The purpose of this Chapter is to provide an evidence 
of the accuracy of this solution in comparison to the HC solution implemented in the 
current research. The 3D steady state HC equation was solved directly without using the 
LHS term of time interval. The steady state HC equation is: 
 
  
  
  
  
  +
 
  
  
  
  
  +
 
  
  
  
  
  = 0 
This equation is solved numerically in a FVM cell-vertex scheme. Heat fluxes around 
central node are delivered through the edges that share the central node, which are 
normal to the conduction areas, as shown in Figure (3.1). The steady state form, for a 
homogenous domain with no heat generation, can be re-written as: 
∇   = 0                                                                 (3.19) 
Laplace derivative, with second order accuracy, can be represented in the following 
format: 
∇  =  
   −   
  
 ⃑
 
   
                                                     (3.20)
Where   is index of neighbour nodes,    is the absolute distance between   &   and   ⃑ is 
the normal vector as:  ⃑ =
     
  
. For ∆   =    −     , The first order derivates can be 
written as:  
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  
  
=  
   −   
  
  ∆ 
 
   
 
And so on for 
  
  
 and 
  
  
. Using divergence theorem, the second order derivative can be 
written as: 
∇   =
1
 
  ∇  ∙  ⃑   
 
   
                                              (3.21) 
Where    is the cell boundary boundary area and    is the volume of that cell. By 
substituting (3.20) into (3.21), equation (3.19) will be: 
1
 
  
   −   
  
 ( ⃑∙  ⃑)   
 
   
= 0 
 
   −   
  
   
∆  
  
 
 
+  
∆  
  
 
 
+  
∆  
  
 
 
    
 
   
 
Since   
  = ∆  
  + ∆   
  + ∆   
  → ( ⃑ ∙  ⃑)= 1 and the discrete form of the equation can 
be written as: 
 
   −   
  
   
 
   
= 0                                                    (3.22) 
Equation (3.22) is applied to the whole domain. For example when considering a simple 
domain shown in Figure 3.14, the relationship (3.22) can used considering the central 
nodes: 6, 7, 10 and 11. 
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   
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   
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   
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(   −   )
   
   
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   
   
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   
    
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    
    
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    
    
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     
     
+ (    −   )
    
    
+ (    −    )
     
     
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(    −    )
     
     
+ (    −    )
     
     
+ (    −   )
    
    
+ (    −    )
     
     
= 0 
 
   
   
   
  
The temperature value at each central node can be derived from (3.22) as:  
   =
∑
  
  
   
 
   
∑
  
  
 
   
                                                          (3.23) 
The solution given by Laplacian derivative, shown in equation 3.23, is proved by tests 
to be of first order accuracy. The validation cases of this solution are explained in the 
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Figure 3.14: Simple domain with uniform grid 
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         
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next section. It should be emphasised that this solution is not used as part of the 
currently developed CHT solver. 
 
3.3.1. Validation of the First Order Solution 
The validation is made on a simple case of rectangular box, (0.5 × 0.5 × 1) m  , with 
various boundary conditions. The validations, made in comparison to Fluent solver, are 
shown in Appendices C.  In 1D heat transfer, a rectangular bar of insulated side surfaces 
with two ends fixed with temperatures of 273 K and 373 K respectively. The Figures in 
Appendix C show temperature distribution along z-direction for 1D heat transfer. In the 
2D case, the body is insulated from two side surfaces and the other sides are exposed to 
convection of 300 K and thermal convection coefficient of 300 
 
  . 
 apart from the 
bottom face which is fixed with a temperature of 400 K. Temperature distribution in y-
direction, at x=0.25 m & z=0.5 m, and in z-direction, at x=0.25 m & y=0.25 m, are 
shown through Appendix C  In 3D, two types of boundary conditions, Dirichlet and 
Neumann, were applied on the opposite corners. One corner including its three faces 
were exposed to heal flux of 800        and the opposite ones were of fixed 
temperature 300  .. 
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3.3. Concluding Remarks 
In 1D and 2D test cases of the FVM solution, Figures 3.5 to 3.10, the results are of 
excellent agreement with the exact solution. The grid independence check has also 
shown the code validation of running the code for a wide range of mesh densities. In 3D 
test case, the analytical solution does not exist. A comparison to another commercial 
numerical solver (Fluent) was made, as shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.13. The results of 
HC were of good agreement with Fluent in the 3D test case. It is worth mentioning that 
the temperature variation in y-direction (Figure 3.12) looks linear due to the short 
distance with some negligible effect of heat transfer in the other two directions.  
The results of discretisation scheme used by Lyra et al. (2005), given in Appendix B, 
show that the accuracy of the solution deceases for more complicated, for instance 
higher dimensional, problems. The results of 1D case show good agreement of the 
numerical simulation with the exact solution. However, the solution becomes less 
accurate in the 2D problem and shows significant errors with the 3D problem, in 
comparison to the second order accurate commercial solver. On the other hand, this 
solution is faster than the FVM solution, with about double speed of convergence. This 
technique can still be used for solving 1D problems and 2D applications with careful 
attention for the type of application. For the matter of accuracy, the FVM proposed in 
this thesis can be generalised for almost all HC applications within the specified three 
types of boundary conditions. 
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3.4. Fluid Flow 
In CHT systems, when the CFD solver is coupled to a heat transfer solver, the accuracy 
of the coupled tool is mainly controlled by the fluid solver (Duchaine et al. 2009). In 
previous section, primary attention was given to the HC problems in solid domains. In 
this section, a brief review about what happens in the fluid domain and the 
representative equations used is given.  
The industrial development in turbomachinary is performed by dealing with very 
complicated systems of heat transfer and fluid flow. It is therefore essential to 
understand the behaviour of the flow in order to derive or use the most appropriate 
solution. The fluid flow equations based on the laws of conservation, conservation of 
mass, conservation of momentum (Newton’s Second law of fluid motion) and 
conservation of energy (First law of Thermodynamics), are defined as continuity, 
Navier-Stokes and energy equations, respectively (Blažek 2001). Since the current 
research interest is in the thermal behaviour of fluid near the walls, it is important to 
view the general form of the energy equation. The energy equation is explained in this 
Chapter in order to understand the importance of HC in fluid domain, as given below: 
 
  
        
 
 +        ⃑ ∙   ⃑
  
=       ⃑   ∙   ⃑
  
+        ⃑  ∙  ⃑ +       
 
+   (  ∙  ⃑)  ⃑
  
           (3.23)
Where   is the density with units (      ),   is the total (internal and kinetic) energy 
per unit mass of units (      ), n is the velocity of units (     ),    is the thermal 
conductivity coefficient of units (         ),   is the absolute temperature in ( ),  ⃑  
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represents the acceleration caused by any external volume forces with units (     ),    
is the generated energy per unit volume of any heat sources other than HC with units 
(     ) and    is the shear stress tensor caused by any internal forces with units 
(     ). The form, given in equation (3.23), represents the balance of the following 
types of energy: rate of change in energy inside the fluid element equals the net heat 
flux into the element added to the rate of work done on the element due to body and 
surface forces (Blažek 2001). For further details about the fluid motion equations and 
their numerical solutions applied in SURF, the reader is referred to (Sayma et al 2000).  
The heat transfer between the solid-interface surface and the fluid layer adjacent to that 
interface can be assumed of pure conduction when considering the fluid in that region as 
motionless (Çengel and Turner 2001). The thermal boundary layer thickness    can be 
obtained in a relationship with the velocity boundary layer thickness and Prandtl 
number (Owen and Rogers 1989) as: 
   = Pr                                                        (3.24)
Where,    is the velocity boundary layer thickness and Pr is Prandtl number, which is 
assumed, for approximation, as Pr ≅ 0.697 (when air flow in a pipe of higher 
temperature than the surface) and Pr ≅ 0.707 (when the flow is of lower temperature 
than the surface). The formula of the velocity boundary layer thickness     can be 
approximated for laminar and turbulent flows (Kay and Nedderman 1979) and 
(Schlichting and Gresten 2000). In laminar flow over flat surfaces, the estimated 
boundary layer thickness can be determined as: 
   = 5.83 (  )
 
 
                                               (3.25)
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Where, Reynolds number    ≤ 2000 . Whereas in turbulent flow, the estimated 
maximum boundary layer thickness can be written in the following approximation 
formula: 
   = 0.379   (  )
 
 
                                           (3.26) 
Where, x is the length of channel and    ≫ 2000 . In fully developed laminar flows 
through pipes, the boundary layer thickness can be approximated to: 
   =
1
2
                                                       (3.27) 
Where,    is the characteristic length measurement (the hydraulic diameter in channel 
flow) with unit ( ). In channel flows, the Reynolds number (defined as the ratio of 
inertia to viscous forces) can be determined as: 
   =
  n   
 
                                                  (3.28) 
Where,   is the dynamic viscosity with units (         ). The convection mode of 
heat transfer is treated by the solid domain as a boundary condition. This can either 
occur due to external forces (Forced convection) or freely (Natural convection) due to 
temperature gradient and buoyancy. The current research interest is in forced 
convection. A detailed review of treating the boundary of fluid-solid interface is given 
in Chapter four.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CONJUGATE HEAT TRANSFER SOLVER 
4. Conjugate Heat Transfer 
Present study proposes a methodology of treating heat transfer interaction between solid 
and fluid domains. At interface, the exchange of boundary conditions means replacing 
the fluid adiabatic walls with HC domains. This Chapter presents the technique of 
dealing with interface boundary conditions. The CHT coupling code was tested with 
selective examples of the most common cases of CHT in industry. The code was also 
validated on a double-pipe HE with parallel and counter flows in comparison to the 
analytical and other commercial CHT solutions (Al Qubeissi 2012b). 
 
4.1. Interface Treatment 
The main benefit of coupling solid/fluid domains is data transfer (interaction) at the 
interface. The data interaction accuracy becomes more complicated when dealing with 
non-conforming meshes, which is a common case in coupled solid/fluid solutions. Some 
of the most extensive research studies in the field (Giles 1997; Luo & Razinsky 2007; 
Henshaw & Chand 2009; He & Oldfield 2010 ...etc.) described the physical 
requirements for a heat transfer interface interaction as (first) energy conservation (the 
continuity of heat flux) across interface and (second) temperature continuity across 
interface.  
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The application of the two conditions, continuity of temperature and heat flux, on both 
(fluid/solid) domains in one solution can be difficult when dealing with unstructured 
grids. However, the condition of energy and temperature continuities at interface can be 
applied on each domain differently. This method was previously introduced by Kassab 
et al. (2003) and proved by Henshaw and Chand (2009) as a successful approach of 
coupling. The method is described as below. 
First (Fluid side): Continuity of temperature along interface, applied to the fluid part 
(Dirichlet boundary condition).  
   =                                                                     (4.1) 
Second (Solid side): Continuity of heat flux, applied to the solid part, i.e.:  
   =                                                                   (4.2)
Heat fluxes, normal to the interfacial surface, are balanced from both sides at each 
interfacial solid node. On the other side, temperature continuity (from solid to fluid 
boundaries) is applied at each interfacial fluid node.  When the wall temperature is 
prescribed, as given in equation (4.1), both density and the energy can be directly 
specified (Blažek 2001) when there is no pressure gradient normal to the wall, as: 
  = 
 
     
                                                            (4.3) 
Where   is density (at the wall), P is pressure (near the wall) and R is the ideal gas 
constant. Also: 
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    = 
 
 
                                                           (4.4) 
Where,    is the energy per unit mass,   is the ratio of specific heat coefficients at 
constant pressure and volume. In most applications, boundary elements sizes, shapes 
and therefore numbers of nodes from both sides may differ, as shown in Figure 4.1. The 
case of non-conforming meshes at interface is very common. The gross heat flux from 
one boundary cell to its neighbour will therefore be different.  
 
 
 
 
 
When boundary meshes are non-conforming at interface, interpolation of heat flux and 
temperature values is applied. The nodes included in the interpolation are found by 
mapping the opposite boundary within a radius of the largest element size as shown in 
Figure 4.1. Heat flux leaving the fluid boundary towards solid domain can by 
determined within the boundary layer by Fourier’s law (equation 3.2) when zeroing the 
velocity terms of the fluid energy equation (3.23) (He & Oldfield 2010) as:   
 ⃑  = −                                                                (4.5) 
Mapped area 
Receiving 
domain 
giving domain 
Figure 4.1: Interpolation between a cell-centred-node and nearest opposite group of 
boundary elements (Al Qubeissi 2012b) 
c 
p 
    
   
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Heat rate arriving at the solid boundary is the product of surface area weights and the 
heat flux received from fluid domain (Li & Kong 2011) as:    =  ⃑  ∙  ⃑ . The operation 
of giving and receiving boundary data (data interaction) is repeated with iterations. The 
solution convergence is been checked by assuring that the difference between the total 
integrated heat rates of both interface boundaries is within an acceptable tolerance as: 
 Q  
  
   
−   Q  
  
   
≈ 0                                                 (4.6) 
The tolerance was made according to the number of iterations performed by the code 
and the minimum reach value with no change in this value with time. The initial set of 
tolerance is 
        
       
≤ 0.1 when iterations exceed 600 steps with stabilized residuals 
within this error. In most cases, the code approaches this tolerance beyond 200 
iterations. Therefore, the other condition of ending the iterations will be the stabilised 
values of tolerance, i.e. no change with time steps. 
4.2. Non-Conforming Meshes 
Non-Conforming (or non-matching) solid-fluid meshes at interface are common cases 
in CHT modelling. Exchanging accurate data between solid and fluid zones at the 
interfacial line is very important. The interfacial 2D line (or 3D surface) is made of 
connecting nearest nodes from both sides, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Heat fluxes, 
normal to the interfacial surface, are balanced from both sides at each interfacial solid 
node. On the other side, temperature continuity (from solid to fluid boundaries) is 
applied at each interfacial fluid node.  The operation is carried out through inverse 
distance weighted interpolation of enclosing triangle technique. The selection of the 
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opposite side nodes, included in this interpolation, is based on nearest triangle or square. 
However, if the node is conforming to another node on the opposite side, the 
temperature and heat flux continuities will apply at those nodes without interpolation.  
 
 
 
 
 
For interaction between fluid and structure heat flux, the following two-side (1D) 
equations are proposed: 
   =  ⃑          
∑  ⃑       ∙  ⃑
 
   
∑          
                                       (4.7) 
Where,  ⃑            is the boundary-cell area, i.e. the sum of the shared elements 
multiplied by their normal vectors,   is the index of the fluid node that falls within the 
mapped area,  ⃑        is the heat flux interpolated from the fluid boundary,  ⃑  is the 
vector normal to the fluid boundary node (cell) and          is the sum of the fluid 
boundary areas covered within the radius of mapped area. In terms of finding the 
temperature as a scalar value at the fluid side, the solution will become more 
straightforward. In scalar interpolation, a direct linear interpolation between elements is 
applied as: 
   = (  )                                                              (4.8)
Figure 4.2: Side-view of heat flux and temperature interaction between fluid and solid 
boundary elements 
In
te
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e 
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Temperature mapping 
Heat flux mapping 
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Where,     is the fluid temperature at the boundary and (  )        is the interpolated 
temperature from the opposite solid-side boundary element, as shown in Appendix A. 
From equations (4.7) & (4.8), heat flux and temperature at boundary nodes of both sides 
can be determined. It is important to avoid using these interface equations for cases with 
oscillation of heat flux along interface line (in 2D) or surface (in 3D). This kind of 
problem is very rear and is not common with rotating discs. Temperature gradient 
oscillation does not occur in gas-turbine rotating discs because cooling flow passes from 
centre of rotation towards the shroud orifice. In order to check if the interface solution is 
converged, the maximum difference between old and updated data is measured until it 
reaches a reasonable and stable tolerance. The following cases show examples of CHT 
systems of non-conforming interface-meshes. 
 
4.3. 1D Validation Cases 
In this section, 2 arbitrary cases were selected carefully to meet real life industrial 
applications based on resources of (Incropera & DeWitt 1996); Incropera. and DeWitt 
2002; Çengel & Turner 2001). The selection of these cases was also based on the 
existence of their analytical solutions. The test cases were air flow problems associated 
with HC boundary types as given in the following sections.  
4.3.1. Duct Flow Test Case 
A 1D fluid flow and HC case of a CHT system is generated to test the currently 
developed method of coupling. The solid part is a stainless steel plate, with a cross 
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section area of (0.2 × 0.1)  , attached to the base of the channel flow. The hot air, at 
atmospheric pressure and 353   temperature enters a channel of (0.2 × 0.2)   cross 
sectional area and 8 m long, with flow rate ( ̇)= 0.15       . The solid domain has a 
fixed wall temperature 333   on the downstream surface and receives heat flux from 
the upstream surface, which is in contact with the fluid domain, as shown in Appendix 
D. The fluid domain is meshed with structured grids of about 35000 nodes, whereas 
unstructured tetrahedral mesh is used for the solid domain with about 14500 nodes. This 
ensures non-conforming grids at the interface of both domains, as shown in Figure 4.3.  
The solid thermal properties of stainless steel tables can be found in literature (Çengel 
& Turner 2001), at the specified average temperature as: thermal conductivity ( ) =
15.6          . Fluid properties can also be found from the tables of dry air thermal 
properties (attached to this thesis in Appendix H) as:   = 1.043       , Pr ≅ 0.707, 
thermal conductivity of air    = 0.029    
      , specific heat at constant pressure 
     = 1007     
      and   = 2.03 × 10            .  The analytical solution of 
this case can be determined as follows below. Substituting equations (3.2 & 4.5) into 
(4.2) gives: 
−    
    
  
= −   
    
  
                                                 (4.9) 
Where, 
    
  
 is the temperature gradient of solid domain near the convection boundary 
and 
    
  
 is the temperature gradient of fluid domain near the wall.  
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X
Y
Z
fluid
solid
Figure 4.3: Mesh types and densities used in both domains of the 1D CHT problem 
~ 35000 nodes 
~ 14500 nodes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since the fluid temperature near wall is unavailable in the analytical solution, it is 
important to replace the RHS term, in equation (4.9), with a heat convection term as:  
−    
    
  
= ℎ     −                                                       (4.10) 
Where, the thermal convection coefficient (ℎ) is a function of the thermal conductivity 
and Nusselt number as: 
ℎ =
     
 
                                                                 (4.11) 
The type of flow can be known by calculating the Reynolds number (Re) from equation 
(3.28), where    = 0.2 m and velocity ( )= 3.75    
  , giving Re ≅ 3.82653 × 10  
(turbulent flow). The Nusselt number can also be approximated by the empirical 
expression for turbulent flow (Kay and Nedderman 1979) as: 
   = 0.023    .    . ≅ 96.12                                           (4.12) 
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Figure 4.4: The temperature profile at three locations, in the fully developed flow 
region, of the 1D case solved by the CHT code 
And from (4.11), ℎ = 14.273          . Substituting ℎ in (4.10) gives: 
15.6
   − 333
0.1
= 14.273      
−                                    (4.13) 
Where,     
 is the average bulk temperature  
        
 
 , which cannot be determined 
without knowing the fluid exit temperature. Hence, the stored energy equation (due to 
temperature difference) is used as: 
  =  ̇     (    −     )                                                     (4.14) 
Substituting equation (4.14) into (4.10) gives the bulk temperature value of about 
    
≅ 343.1  . Hence, the average interface temperature can be found as T  ≅
334.2 K and the heat flux as q  = 187.2 W m
  . The results given by HC-SURF couple 
gives average interface temperature (T ) ≅ 334.15 K and the heat flux q  ≅
179.5 W m  , as displayed in Figure 4.4.  
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These results give good agreement between numerical and analytical solutions, with 
maximum errors of 0.02% in temperature and about 4%  in heat flux. It is worth 
mentioning that the entry channel length of turbulent flow was tested to ensure the fully 
developed flow, upon which initial calculation was made (Çengel and Turner 2001) as:  
  = 4.4      
 
  = 5.1                                           (4.15)
However, the chosen length of the duct was above this value for guaranteeing fully 
developed flow. The temperature profile, in Figure 4.4, refers to no considerable change 
in temperature at three main locations of the fully developed flow region. 
 
4.3.2. Pipe Flow Test Case 
Another 2D CHT case is a numerical test on hot air flow, of 440   temperature, in a 
pipe of 0.4   diameter. The pipe is buried in the centre of a squared section domain of 
construction material with dimensions of (2 × 2)   , as shown in Figure 4.5. The cube 
material is of thermal conductivity    =  10    
        and fixed outside boundary 
temperatures of 400  . The internal air thermal conductivity is    = 0.04    
      . 
The depth of the solid domain and the pipe are of 2   length. This flow gives Reynolds 
number (  )=9.81 × 10  (turbulent flow). 
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The velocity boundary layer thickness of the pipe flow is given, in equation (3.27), as 
   ≅ 0.006  , shown in Figure 4.6. This gives the thermal boundary layer thickness of 
   ≅ 0.0042   as given in equation (3.24). Also from equation (4.6),  ⃑  =  ⃑  , the 
interface temperature (seen from both domains) can be found as given in equation (4.10) 
of the 1D test case. Similarly to the previous 1D case, the Nusselt number of this case 
was found as:    ≅ 92.4. In pipe flow the thermal convection coefficient can be found 
as: ℎ =
     
 
 , leading to: ℎ = 9.24          , which gives: 
10
   − 400
0.8
= 9.24 (440 −    ) 
Figure 4.5: A schematic of the 2D conjugate heat transfer problem  
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This analytical solution, above, gives interface temperature of    ≅  417   and 
 ⃑  ≅ 215    
  . The numerical solution given by the CHT solver (HC-SURF couple) 
resulted in    ≅ 416.5  and  ⃑  ≅ 212.3    
   , which gives ~0.12%  error in 
temperature and ~1.3% error in heat flux, according to the given analytical solution. 
The boundary layer thickness given by the analytical solution is an approximate average 
value because this is local and will vary at different locations. Hence, the heat flux is 
also an approximated average value of the local ones. It is worth mentioning that a 
coarse grid is used for the 3D solid domain of 4450 nodes and a relatively average 
density structured grid is employed for the 3D fluid domain with about 7700 nodes. The 
numerical solution results provided by SURF-HC couple are illustrated in diagrams of 
Appendix D. 
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Figure 4.6: Velocity profile of the air flow in a quarter of the pipe, showing the 
estimated average boundary layer thickness ( ̅) of turbulent flow 
 ̅ ≅ 6    
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4.4. 2D Validation Cases 
At current stage of the research progress, the validations of the couple CHT solver on 
HE cases are presented as in the following sections. The analytical solution is also 
given, in the following section, to be applied for comparison with the currently 
implemented numerical solver. It is worth mentioning that the Nusselt number in round 
pipe-flows, for Reynolds≤ 2000, can be approximated to    ≅ 4.36 according to the 
calculations presented by Çengel and Turner (2001) and tests of Abraham et al. (2009). 
 
4.4.1. Analytical Solution 
The local heat flux from fluid side, given in equation (3.2), is determined from the 
temperature distribution near wall. These temperatures are computed using the gas law 
of states: = 
 
 ∙ 
 , where ideal gas constant ( ) for dry air = 286.9 
 
  . 
. The heat balance 
in HEs requires exchanging the exact amount of heat rate between domains, i.e. the 
received amount equal to the lost amount. This is to ensure that there is no leakage of 
heat outside the system, as illustrated in Figure 4.7.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7: A schematic element of a conjugate heat transfer system showing the 
heat balance requirement 
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In double pipe HEs, for example, the heat absorbed by the cold fluid-flow side equals 
the heat loss from the hot fluid-flow side. In a control volume element of the system, the 
heat losses, or gains, by fluid equal to the change in energy through the solid medium. 
These relationships can be written in equations as follows: 
      =      =    ∆                                                (4.16)
Also: 
   ∆  =            ∆  =          ∆                               (4.17) 
Where, U is the total HTC with units (W m   ), A  is the surface area through which heat 
exchange occurs and ∆T is the average temperature difference between hot and cold 
sides. Selecting the element size for performing the control volume calculation, of 
equation (4.16), can affect the accuracy of the solution significantly. This is because of 
ignoring the temperature gradient along the pipe when performing the calculation, i.e. 
the analytical solution is more accurate for smaller size (smaller temperature gradient) 
elements. In this typical example of CHT system, shown in Figure 4.7, the thermal 
resistance  
 
  
  involves two convection mediums and one conduction medium of heat 
transfer. This can be determined by the following relationship (Çengel and Turner 
2001): 
1
  
=
1
ℎ   
+
     
  
  
  
2   
+
1
ℎ   
                                         (4.17) 
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Where, ℎ & ℎ  are the cold and hot sides thermal convections,    &   are the cold and 
hot sides surface areas and   &    are the cold and hot sides (interface) diameters. The 
thermal convection in fully developed laminar flow can be found from: 
ℎ =
    
 
                                                              (4.18) 
Where,    is the Nusselt number and   is the hydraulic diameter ( ). In laminar flow, 
the Nusselt number can be approximated in a uniform heat flux from surface of pipe 
flow as:    = 4.36 and for a uniform temperature at surface of pipe flow as:     =
3.66 (Incropera & DeWitt 2002). As illustrated in Figure 4.7, the gained or lost heat rate 
through fluid flow is: 
  =  ̇    (   −   )                                                (4.19)
Where,  ̇ is the mass flow rate (      ),   is the heat capacity (         ) and     & 
    are the inlet and outlet flow temperatures respectively. The mass flow rate is a 
function of velocity ( ), density ( ) and fluid-flow cross sectional area (  ). Hence, 
equation (4.18) can be re-written accordingly as: 
  =        (   −   )                                            (4.20) 
By substituting (4.16) into (4.20), the outlet temperature of one side of the flow is: 
   =    +
   ∆ 
      
                                                 (4.21) 
The sign in the RHS of (4.21) can be either positive in heating or negative in cooling 
operations, i.e. heating for the cold flow side (∆  > 0) or cooling for the hot flow side 
(∆  < 0 ). 
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4.4.2. Parallel and Counter Flow Double-Pipe Heat Exchangers 
The current test cases are the parallel and counter flows HEs using the same geometry. 
The tested geometry is a high pressure double-pipe of inner-pipe and outer-pipe 
diameters of 0.3 mm and0.64 mm, respectively. The inner pipe thickness is 0.07 mm, 
i.e. 0.44 mm in outer-diameter, as shown in Figure 4.8, and of 80    in length to 
ensure a fully developed laminar flow. This system represents a double pipe HE 
wrapped with a perfect insulation. The flow direction in the double pipe system is tested 
for both parallel and counter flows.  
It is worth mentioning that coarse meshes, structured and unstructured, are used in order 
to test the code with worse conditions of non-matching meshes. This will also ensure 
gaps between the two domains and overlaps of the two different meshes, as shown in 
Figure 4.9, in order to test the code with these features. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adiabatic wall
0.44    
     = 360   
   = 100         
0.3    
     = 420   
   = 100         
0.64    
Figure 4.8: Cross-section of the double-pipe heat exchanger 
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The length of the pipe was chosen carefully, in accordance with the minimum length 
requirement for a fully developed (hydrodynamically developed) flow. The 
hydrodynamic entry lengths in laminar and turbulent flows inside pipe are given by 
Çengel and Turner (2001) as: 
         ≅ 0.06                                                       (4.22)
           ≅ 4.4   (  )
 
                                              (4.23) 
Where,   is the minimum length requirement for a fully developed flow region,   is the 
diameter and    is Reynolds number. It should be emphasised that in counter-flow HE 
the minimum length requirement is doubled. This is to ensure that fully developed flow 
is achieved in both, inner-pipe and outer-pipe, flows. Çengel and Turner (2001) also 
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Z
Figure 4.9: A 2D side-view of the meshes used in different domains 
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p 
overlap 
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clarified the importance of Reynolds number (  ) in recognising the types of flow in 
pipes as: Laminar flow when    < 2300 , Turbulent flow when    > 4000  and 
Transitional flow in the remaining range when 2300 ≤    ≤ 4000 . 
 
A. Parallel Flow Heat Exchanger 
The air velocity inside both pipes, in Figure 4.8, are of the same values,   ≈
100        ; while inlet temperatures at entrance are: in the inner pipe     = 376   
and in the outer pipe     = 424  . The thermal conductivity of the inner pipe 
(Steel/Nickel Ni40%), between both micro-channel flows, is   = 10          . The 
element of test is a 45 degrees angle deducted from the cylindrical shape, as shown in 
Appendix D. The case was validated against the solution of section 4.3, as shown in 
Figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4.10: The temperature profile along the double-pipe in comparison to the 
analytical solution 
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Figure 4.11: The velocity profile across the parallel-flow double-pipe in three 
axial locations 
From Figure 4.10, it was found that the results were of poor agreement with the 
analytical solution. This will be further investigated in section C when a comparison to 
a commercial CHT solver is made. It should be emphasised that it is so difficult to 
control the temperature at (at least) one input and opposite output at the same time in 
the analytical solution. In the given analytical solution, the exit boundary condition in 
each flow is calculated from next point and opposite flow point, i.e. only inlet boundary 
conditions were applied in equation (4.21). This error caused divergence between both 
(numerical and analytical) solutions. 
The velocity profile was checked across the pipe section at three axial locations in order 
to ensure a fully developed flow. The comparison between axial velocities at three 
points near the pipe mid-length was displayed in Figure 4.11. 
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B. Counter Flow Heat Exchanger  
The system given in case A is used again with the same flow properties and opposite 
velocity direction in the hot side (outer-pipe) flow. The schematic of the flow 
characteristics in counter-flow double-pipe HE is given in Figure 4.12, by Demko and 
Chow (1984), for illustrating a typical CHT case of a turbulent counter-flow HE. In 
comparison and similarity, the laminar counter-flow velocity vectors for the current test 
case are shown in Figure 4.13.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: sketch of the counter-flow HE showing the general heat 2   transfer and 
fluid flow profiles, from (Demko and Chow 1984) 
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Figure 4.12: Element of the fully developed laminar-compressible flow of the 
counter-flow double-pipe system showing velocity along the pipe  
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Figure 4.14: Temperature profile of the counter-flow CHT double-pipe system in 
comparison to the analytical solution 
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The velocity profile of this problem was checked to ensure a fully developed flow. The 
axial velocity is plotted at three regions in the middle of the flow, as shown in Figure 
4.12. It is worth mentioning that the available analytical solution is not the exact 
solution for this case, where some approximations were performed. As a result, it is 
difficult to judge the solution in comparison to the available analytical solution. The 
results shown in Figure 4.14 show a significant difference between both results.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Therefore, the solution carried out in SURF-HC couple resulted in a poor agreement 
with the analytical solution. More diagrams of the solution are illustrated in Appendix 
D. This case gives a good example for the necessity of CFD where no exact solution 
exists for solving such a problem. Hence, a comparison to another commercial CFD 
solver is given in the next section. 
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Figure 4.15: Temperature profile of the double-pipe parallel-flow by CHT solver in 
comparison with CFX (ANSYS) 
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C. Validation with Commercial CHT Solver 
In previous section, the validation was performed in comparison to the analytical 
solution. The derived analytical solution, of equations (4.16) to (4.21), is approximated 
in 1D for each small element of the domain. The approximation of the analytical 
solution led to uncertainty about the results. Hence, the comparison between 
temperature profiles given by numerical and analytical solutions, shown in Figures 4.10 
and 4.14, does not confirm the validation of the code. It was therefore essential to make 
further investigation about how accurate the current numerical solution can be in 
comparison to another commercial CHT solver, ANSYS CFX software (version 12.0).  
CFX is a high-performance general purpose fluid dynamics program that has been 
commercially used to solve a wide-range of combined fluid flow and heat transfer 
problems. The comparison was performed using same geometry, grid shape and node 
densities. The results are displayed in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 as temperature profiles in 
the middle of the flow along the pipes. 
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It is worth mentioning that results obtained, for this numerical solution illustrated in 
Figures 4.15 and 4.16, were based on mesh densities of 7700 nodes (outer pipe) and 
4450 nodes (inner pipe). The same boundary conditions were applied on both, CHT and 
ANSYS, solvers. It is also known that both solver used FVM of discretisation with 
careful consideration of mesh refinement near fluid boundaries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The temperature profile of the parallel-flow types, shown in Figure 4.15, gives a better 
vision about the accuracy of the developed CHT solver. The results are of good 
agreement, with maximum error between both solutions of ~ 1% . The counter-flow 
double-pipe problem was also solved in CFX (ANSYS version 12.0) for validating the 
CHT solver. The temperature profile of the counter-flow problem was checked by the 
developed CHT in comparison to ANSYS, as shown in Figure 4.16. The solution given 
by CHT is of a very good agreement with ANSYS with a maximum error of about 
~ 0.5%.   
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Figure 4.16: Temperature profile of the double-pipe parallel-flow by CHT solver in 
comparison with CFX (ANSYS) 
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4.5. Concluding Remarks 
The numerical solution implemented in the CHT was tested on 1D and 2D problems. 
The results were visualized to test and validate the code. In 1D problems, the analytical 
solution exists, which can represent the exact solution in most applications. It was 
therefore essential to validate the code in comparison to the analytical solution for such 
problems. Tests on 1D problems have shown excellent agreement of the developed 
CHT solver with the available analytical solutions. The test on duct flow has shown 
maximum errors of 0.02% in temperature and about 4%  in heat flux in comparison to 
the exact solution. Also, the test on the pipe flow, buried in concrete, has given ~0.12% 
error in temperature and ~1.3% error in heat flux. These Figures prove the validation of 
the developed CHT solver (SURF-HC code) in solving 1D CHT problems. 
Further tests were carried on the code for validation in 2D problems. The double pipe 
HEs are very common CHT cases in industry. It should be noticed that the analytical 
solution given for 2D CHT problems may not represent the exact solution due to many 
approximations. Also the given analytical solution, in section 4.4.1, was based on the 
estimating the second dimensional variation in temperature from the 1D calculation. 
However, the comparison to the analytical solution, in 2D, did not show a valid 
solution. It was therefore essential to perform further tests on the code in comparison to 
a commercial CHT solver (ANSYS 12.0/ CFX). The comparison to the ANSYS solver, 
has given good agreement between both solvers with about 1%  difference in parallel 
flow and about 0.5% difference in counter flow. These results prove the validation of 
the developed CHT solver on 2D problems. 
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Since the CHT solver was mainly developed for the purpose of solving complicated 
problems, it is essential to perform further test on a 3D case. This validation was given a 
special attention in the thesis, which will be provided in next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE ROTATING CAVITY AND DISCS 
This Chapter presents fluid flow and heat transfer visualisations of the CHT cavity and 
two co-rotating discs. Rotating cavities are the most common cases for testing the 
cooling flow profile in turbomachinery. The test is carried out to validate the developed 
CHT solver. The selection of a typical rotating cavity is based on the availability of the 
experimental data. Since the code has been validated in comparison to the analytical and 
other commercial CFD solutions, in Chapter 4, it is most important to show the validity 
of the code in solving real industrial problems. The following sections give a 
description of the test case and results, assisted with diagrams. 
 
5.1. Case Description 
The rotating cavity of air with radial outflow is a common case for studying the cooling 
flow between two co-rotating turbine discs. The test case is a component of two 
axisymmetric co-rotating discs with a shroud. The shroud is punched with 32 holes of 9 
mm diameter each, as shown in Figure 5.1. The current modelling prediction is 
examined against the experimental results, provided by Northrop (1984), for validation. 
The cavity model was simplified in order to be consistent with the mesh type shown in 
Figure 5.3. The necessity of simplifying the mesh shape lies in the difficulty of dealing 
with the sharp edges of round holes. The mesh in the fluid domain, inside the holes, 
becomes so difficult to refine to level of dealing with high speeds when the mesh is 
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unstructured. Hence, first, the mesh in the fluid domain needs to be structured for a 
better mesh refinement near the wall. Also, the structured mesh will need straight line 
edges rather than round holes to keep the mesh shape and size increase in the groove 
smooth with the rest of the mesh.   
 
 
The meshes of the rotating-discs and the modified cavity are shown in Figures 5.2 and 
5.3, respectively. The 32 holes of 9 mm diameter were replaced with a circumferential 
groove for the exit of the radial outflow. The simple conversion calculation is attached 
in Appendix A. 
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Figure 5.1: 3D views of the test-element of the rotating-discs and shroud showing 
the original shape with 9 mm holes 
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It is very important to know that SURF is capable of dealing with unstructured meshes 
with the same performance when solving fluid flow problems. However, a structured 
mesh has been used in the fluid domain for the following important purposes: structured 
meshes are preferred in the CFD solver because an unstructured mesh needs higher 
X
Y
Z
Figure 5.3: 3D and 2D-side views of the cavity quadrilateral mesh, showing the 
groove replacing the 32 holes in fluid side 
 
side-view 
3D view 
 
 
Figure 5.2: 3D and 2D-side views of the rotating-discs tetrahedral mesh, showing 
the groove replacing the 32 holes in solid side 
Throughout 
flow gap 
3D view 
side-view 
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processing memory, which leads to lower code running speed. The uniform structured 
mesh was tested in comparison to the unstructured mesh, in fluid domain, to show more 
accurate results with a faster solution. This is due to the fact that, with structured grids, 
the temperature gradient is obtained directly from a uniformly distributed temperature at 
neighbouring points; whereas in an unstructured grid, neighbouring nodes at the edge 
are integrated with approximation, which can cause significant errors when dealing with 
a high normal temperature gradient near the walls. This is also convenient to ensure 
non-matching meshes at the interface, which can further test the CHT solver with this 
feature.  
 
5.2. Validation 
CFD predictions presented in this Chapter show the influence of the non-dimensional 
parameter, rotational Reynolds number,    , on the cavity structure. The test on SURF-
HC code has shown a valid agreement with the results of temperature distribution given 
by Northrop (1984) for different input parameters, mainly rotational speed as shown in 
Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. The plot is made according to the experimental data displayed 
in Tables (E.1 to E.3) of Appendix E. 
It is worth mentioning that the experimental test presented by Northrop (1984) did not 
represent a perfect symmetric cavity due to the difficulty in controlling some input 
parameters, such as heat flux. The unbalanced heat flux distribution led to some 
deviation, which was neglected by the author, in what the symmetric cavity should look 
like. This is further discussed in Chapter 6. More Figures illustrating the temperature 
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Figure 5.4: Temperature distribution radially at discs-cavity interface line for 500 
RPM speed &   = 3200      , from numerical CHT solution (SURF-HC) vs 
Northrop experiment 
contours in rotating discs, assisted with tables of input/output readings, are displayed in 
Appendix E.  
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Figure 5.5: Temperature distribution radially at discs-cavity interface line for 1000 
RPM speed &   = 4300      , from numerical CHT solution (SURF-HC) vs 
Northrop experiment 
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Figure 5.7: 2D view of the temperature contours in (A) solid and (B) fluid 
domains 
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Figure 5.6: Temperature distribution radially at discs-cavity interface line for 1500 
RPM speed &   = 4600      , from the numerical CHT solution (SURF-HC) vs 
Northrop experiment 
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Figure 5.8: Typical 2D view of Temperature contours at upstream disc at 1000 RPM 
rotational speed 
Figure 5.9: Typical 2D view of temperature contours at downstream disc 
at 1000 RPM rotational speed 
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5.3. Concluding Remarks 
In the previous section, three selective test cases were made on the CHT solver for a 
cavity of co-axial co-rotating discs. The test cases were made with a relatively wide 
range of rotational speeds, 500,1000 & 1500 RPM. The results were validated in 
comparison to the available experimental data, for these particular transitional and 
turbulent flow CHT examples. 
The temperature distribution radially, at upstream and downstream interface, shown in 
Figures 5.4 to 5.6, is of acceptable agreement with Northrop’s experimental results. 
However, the accuracy of the numerical solution (given by CHT solver) reduces with 
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Figure 5.10: Typical 2D view of absolute velocity contours in axial-radial 
section at 1000 RPM rotational speed 
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the increase of rotational speed. This error is caused by the assumption of no movement 
near the wall, made in CHT solver. This assumption becomes less accurate when the 
flow turbulence increases, i.e.    ≫ 10 .  
Also, the temperature profile near the exit at the downstream disc becomes similar to 
the one at the upstream disc for the wide range of rotational velocities. This similarity in 
temperature distribution is due to the increase in HTC. This means that the temperature 
profile in the higher velocity test shows closer agreement between temperature profile at 
downstream disc and upstream disc. This is due to the fact that the increase in HTC is 
associated with the increase in velocities. 
In Figures 5.8 and 5.9, the temperature distribution at, upstream and downstream, 
interfaces is viewed in contours. In Figure 5.7, the temperature contours are viewed 
inside the rotating cavity to show the full view of temperature distribution radially. 
Also, the absolute velocity inside the cavity is viewed in axial-radial section, as shown 
in Figure 5.10. It should be emphasised that these visual diagrams of temperature and 
velocity were not provided by Northrop (1984). However, these Figures are of close 
similarity with the prediction of the flow profile given by Owen and Rogers (1995) for 
such type of rotating cavity. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
6. Discussion and Conclusions 
The main findings of the current research study are summarized in this Chapter. The 
major tasks carried out in the current research investigation were proposing numerical 
solving techniques for HC and CHT problems. The strategy was integrating a CFD 
solver with the developed HC solver by the author. At interface, a linear interpolation of 
mapped area technique was implemented to deal with non-matching (non-conforming) 
meshes. In this Chapter, the results are discussed and conclusions of the work are given 
in detail. 
 
6.1. Discussion 
The time steps in fluid domain vary from 200 to 10,000 iterations for each time-step in 
solid domain. The choice of the exact number from this range depends on the time 
interval needed for each domain. Initially, 500 time steps are achieved in fluid domains 
for each one time-step in solid domains. HC solver starts taking the boundary data when 
CFD solver reaches convergence within the specified range given in Chapters 3 and 4.  
The variation of time-step ratio can reflect a better vision of what happens in real life, 
when the time needed for variation in each domain changes accordingly with the change 
of other physical properties (He and Oldfield 2010). This process is carried out until the 
CHT solution is converged.  
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Other criteria of the CHT solver are the conditions of convergence and temperature 
continuity. In convergence, the heat transfer rates across the interface between both 
domains must remain close. The difference between lost and gained heat fluxes must 
not exceed the set tolerance. This operation is made as the criterion of convergence. The 
convergence criterion assures no leakage of heat from the system. The temperature 
continuity is applied automatically inside the code when the first condition of 
convergence is approached. The temperature is passed from the solid surface to fluid as 
a Dirichlet boundary condition. 
In the tests on parallel and counter flow HEs, the analytical solution has shown 
corrugated lines as shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.14. This error in fact is due to the 
assumption of average temperature in each segment (element) of the analytical 
calculation, given in equation (4.21). This result will therefore not refer to the exact 
predicted profile of temperature, but an approximate Figure of the estimated 
temperature distribution. The numerical CHT solver has not shown a very good 
agreement with the analytical solution. Although the exact agreement with the analytical 
solution is not determined, due to the explained approximation in the 1D equation, the 
validation can show that CHT results are close and parallel to the analytical 
approximations. 
Based on the above explained error in the analytical solution (due to approximation) and 
the difficulty in finding an exact solution, a comparison to another commercial CHT 
solver was necessary. The validation of the code on parallel and counter flow HE cases 
was made in comparison to a commercial CHT solver (ANSYS CFX version 12.0). The 
results of the currently developed CHT solver on these test cases were of good 
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agreement with the results given by ANSYS, as shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, with 
maximum errors of about 1%  in parallel flow and about 0.52% in counter flow. 
The set up computer program for solving the Navier-Stokes equations integrated with 
the HC equation, replacing the adiabatic boundary, was validated in comparison to a 
real industrial case of gas-turbine cavity between two co-rotating discs. The test rig, 
built up at Thermo-Fluid Mechanics Research Centre (TFMRC) (Northrop 1984), was a 
complex geometry with so many details of unnecessary parts compared to modern 
experiments, such as wiring for thermo-couples and heating instruments coated by mat.  
It is worth mentioning, for validation, that the geometry was simplified for meeting the 
structured mesh requirements as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 of Chapter 5. The 
Rohacell insulation fill (  = 0.05 Wm  K  )  was unnecessary in the numerical 
calculation, which was replaced with a perfectly adiabatic gap. Also, the five-stage 
heaters with the wiring and mat details were represented with a customized boundary 
condition of equally distributed estimated heat flux of ~40 kW m  . It is important to 
mention that Northrop’s experiment was based on the assumption of a symmetrically 
heated rotating cavity. In reality, this is not the exact case where the inlet flow side is of 
lower temperature than the inlet opposite side. Hence, the cavity was not perfectly 
symmetric in terms of temperature distribution. 
In Figures 5.3, 5.4 & 5.5, there is an increase in the difference of temperature values 
between numerical and experimental results starting from about 1.2% at 500     to 
about 3.08% at 1500    . These data refer to some decrease in the accuracy of the 
proposed numerical CHT solution with the increase of Reynolds numbers when 
(Re ≫ 10  ). This is due to the fact that, in CHT solution, heat flux near the wall was 
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assumed as   = −  
  
  
. This HC equation is based on static fluid condition and 
becomes less accurate when the velocity very near to the wall is not zero, i.e. thermal 
convection takes larger effect near the wall when no-movement theory is not valid in 
turbulent flows with very high Reynolds’ numbers. 
 
6.2. Conclusions 
In the current research study, fluid flow equations are solved numerically using SURF. 
A cell-vertex FVM is used in solving the 3D HC equation numerically by a FORTRAN 
based developed HC code. The use of FVM with cell-vertex scheme enhances the 
ability of HC to deal with unstructured meshes and solve problems of complex 
geometries. The use of FVM in HC code also allows a good integration of the CFD 
solution given by SURF. 
In fluid side, Mesh refinement (near interface walls) is a vital issue in the currently 
developed CHT code. The HTC is based on the thermal conductivities of fluid and solid 
near their boundaries. The use of this strategy assumes no movement of fluid at the very 
near point to the wall. Unless a careful mesh refinement is made in the fluid side, the 
solution may diverge. 
In the development of HC code, a previously proposed numerical solution to the heat 
transfer equation using Laplace’s discretisation technique (Lyra et al. 2005) was initially 
implemented to solve the steady state HC equation. The tests on the initially proposed 
solution have proven failure to meet good agreement with the exact and other 
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commercial heat transfer solution (given by ANSYS) in 3D cases. This initial numerical 
solution was found to be of first order accuracy. It was therefore necessary to find a 
more accurate method for solving the HC equation. 
A FVM was proposed using Gauss’s theorem for solving the 3D HC equation in 
replacement with the initially implemented numerical solver, which is resulted in the 
development of an HC code. The tests over the HC code have proven high accuracy of 
the code in comparison to the available exact solution and other commercial numerical 
solver (ANSYS) for 1D, 2D and 3D HC cases. 
The non-matching meshes at interface between two different (fluid/solid) domains were 
the main challenge in coupling the CFD and HC codes. The linear interpolation of 
mapped areas was tested in literature (Henshaw and Chand 2009) to overcome the 
problem with a straightforward implementation in the internally coupled codes (of 
SURF and HC). The tests on the proposed technique, of treating non-matching meshes, 
on 1D and 2D cases were found to be successful for investigating the capability of the 
coupled codes in developing and validating a CHT solver. Further tests were carried out 
on parallel and counter flow double-pipe HEs resulted in good agreements with the 
results given by another commercial CHT solver (ANSYS – CFX version 12.0), with  
errors of about 1%  and 0.52%, respectively. 
The CHT solver was tested on symmetrically heated two co-rotating discs with an axial 
inflow and radial outflow cavity. The typical case was chosen as a very common case in 
industry and because of the availability of the experimental results for validation. The 
results of the developed CHT solver were of good agreement with the experimental 
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results given by Northrop (1984) with minor errors of given explanation in the previous 
section (the discussion). 
Finally, the main research objectives were achieved by the integration of the in-house 
CFD code (SURF) with the HC code. The HC code was examined with a grid 
independence check. Both codes, of HC and CHT (SURF-HC), were validated with 
different applications and various types of boundary conditions. The simulation, in 
comparisons to the available analytical solutions and other standard commercial 
numerical solvers, has proven the validation of the developed codes for a wide range of 
industrial applications.   
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APPENDICES (A TO H) 
 
APPENDIX (A) 
A.1. Gauss’s Theorem 
In Gauss’s (the divergence) theorem of integration, derivatives in a control volume can 
be integrated (Hirsch 1988) as: 
 ∇    
 
=      ⃑
  
                                        ( .1) 
Where, 
  ⃑   =  
  
  
,
  
  
,
  
  
                                             ( .2)
 
 
A.2. Linear Interpolation 
For:   =                              ( ), 
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                                                     ( .3) 
Where,   is the index of points,   is absolute distance between these points,   the known 
variables at each neighbour point and N is the number of points within mapped area. 
For example, when the interpolation is among three points, as shown in Figure A.1: 
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A.3. Holes Conversion to Groove 
The 32 holes in the shroud, in the co-rotating discs, are converted to a one grove 
circumferential opening. The holes are assumed of the same size and the simple 
mathematical calculation is shown below. 
   = 32                                                                   ( 5) 
Where,    is the circumferential exit area and    is the round hole area. These can be 
described in the following relations: 
   =    
                                                                   ( 6) 
   =                                                                       ( 7)
Where, r is the radius of each hole, D is the cavity diameter and x is the width of the 
groove, as shown in Figure A.2. These lead to:  
  =
  
 
                                                                       ( 8) 
The diagram of Figure A.3 further illustrates this operation. 
 
 
 
 
   
      
  
   
      
Figure A.1: An illustrative example of three points’ linear interpolation 
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Figure A.2: Sketch of holes equivalent area in approximate dimensional scale 
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  
D
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APPENDIX (B) 
HEAT CONDUCTION RESULTS 
B.1. 1D Test Case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B.2. 2D Test Case 
 
 
 
 
Z= 0.1 m 
Figure B.2: 3D and 2D (at z=0.1) views of the tetrahedral mesh used for solving the 2D case 
734 nodes 
Figure B.1: 1D Temperature contours, at plane x=0.25 m, for HC vs. Fluent (ANSYS 
12.0) & Analytical solutions 
400 K 
300 K 
-HC-
  
-Exact-
  
-Fluent- 
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B.3. 3D Test Case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.3: 2D temperature profile at the section z=0.1 for a HC with a mesh density (at 
section z=0.1) of  nodes in a comparison with the analytical solution 
Figure B.4: 3D colour bands of HC temperature profile for a mesh of 
nodes 
T= 0 
T
=
 0
 
T= 300 K T= 300 K 
T= 300 K 
q= 800  q= 800  
q= 800  
T
=
 0 
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Figure B.6: HC and FLUENT (ANSYS 12.0) colour bands of temperature profile at 
section z=0.5 
Figure B.5: HC and FLUENT (ANSYS 12.0) colour bands of temperature profile 
at section x=0.25 
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Figure B.8: HC residual history for the 3D case, with 91,000 nodes 
Figure B.7: Fluent residual history for the 3D case, with 91,000 nodes 
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B.3.1. Pipe (3D case) 
In Figure B.9 (A and B) below, the outer and inner surfaces are insulated while one end is 
fixed at 1000 C and the other one at 0C. The temperature gradients of both solvers are 
visually consistent. 
 
 
-A-     -B- 
 
 
 
  
Figure B.9: A comparison between ANSYS and HC code in temperature profile, 
(A) HC solver (B) ANSYS (12.0) solver, residuals= 1   at  ~1000 iterates 
1000
 
500 
 
0 
T (K) 
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APPENDIX (C) 
VALIDATION CASES OF THE FIRST ORDER ACCURATE 
SOLUTION (Not part of the CHT couple) 
C.1. 1D Test Case 
 
 
Figure C.1: colour bands of 1D temperature distribution as given by (A) HC and (B) 
FLUENT (ANSYS 12.0) 
 
 
 
300 K Adiabatic 
sides 
Figure C.2: Temperature distribution along z-direction at x=0 and y=0 of 1D case for 
HC vs. FLUENT (ANSYS 12.0) 
x=0 and y=0 
(A) (B) 
400 K 
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C.2. 2D Test Case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
y (m )
T
(K
)
0 0 .1 0 .2 0 .3 0 .4 0 .5
300
320
340
360
380
400
H C
F L U E N T
z = 0 .5
Figure C.4: HC vs. FLUENT temperature in y-direction at x = 0.25 & z=0.5m  
Figure C.3: Temperature colour bands in yz-plane at x=0.25m (A) HC and (B) Fluent 
T=400 K 
T=400 K 
 
Tf = 300 K, h= 300  
(B) (A) 
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C.3. 3D Test Case 
In 3D, 2 types of boundary conditions are applied on the six faces. The three faces 
sharing one corner are exposed to heat flux of 800 
 
  
. The opposite corner faces are 
fixed with temperature of 300 K, as shown in Figure C.6. The problem is physically 
applicable. Temperature contours of HC and Fluent in yz, xz and xy planes are shown in 
Figures C.7 throughout C.9, respectively; whereas Figures C.10 to C.12 show the 
temperature profiles in three directions. 
 
 
 
 
 
z ( m )
T
(K
)
0 0 .1 0 .2 0 .3 0 .4 0 .5 0 .6 0 .7 0 .8 0 .9 1
3 0 5
3 1 0
3 1 5
3 2 0
3 2 5
3 3 0
3 3 5
H C
F L U E N T
y = 0 .2 5
Figure C.5: HC vs. FLUENT (ANSYS 12.0) temperature distribution in z-direction at 
x=0.25 & y=0.25. 
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Figure C.7: Temperature profile in the yz-plane at section x= 0.25 m given by (A) 1st 
order HC and (B) 1st order FLUENT (ANSYS 12.0)  
(A) HC (B) FLUNET 
 
Figure C.6: Temperature colour bands in a 3D geometry with boundary conditions given 
by 1st order HC solver 
Heat flux 800  
Fixed temperature 300 K 
Fixed temperature 300 K 
Fixed temperature 300 K 
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(A) (B) 
Figure C.8: Temperature profile in the xz-plane at section y= 0.25 m given by (A) 
1st order HC  and (B) 1st order FLUENT (ANSYS 12.0)  
(A) (B) 
Figure C.9: Temperature profile in the xy-plane at section z= 0.5 m given by (A) 1st 
order HC and 1st order FLUENT (ANSYS 12.0)  
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HC
Fluent
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HC
FLUENT
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Figure C.11: 1st order solutions of HC vs. FLUENT temperature distributions in 
y-direction at x=0.25 m & z=0.5 m. 
Figure C.10: 1st order solutions of HC vs. FLUENT temperature distributions in x-
direction at y=0.25 m & z=0.5 m. 
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Figure C.12: HC vs. FLUENT Temp. distributions in z-direction at x=0.25 m & 
y=0.25 m 
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Figure D.2: Velocity vectors in the fully developed flow region of the 1D CHT 
problem 
Figure D.1: Case specifications of the 1D conjugate heat transfer problem 
APPENDIX (D) 
CHT COUPLING RESULTS 
D.1. 1D & 2D CHT Test Cases 
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Figure D.3: Front view of the 2D case conjugate system showing the velocity 
vectors of the fluid flow and the coarse mesh of the solid domain 
Figure D.4: 3D view of the 2D case conjugate system showing the meshes and the 
colour bands of temperature in both domains 
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Figure D.6: Front (x-y) view of the 2D case conjugate system showing the meshes 
and the colour bands of temperature in both domains 
~ 7700 
~ 4450 
Figure D.5: Side (y-z) view of the 2D case conjugate system showing the meshes and 
the colour bands of temperature in both domains 
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D.2. Parallel Flow Double-Pipe HE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure D.8: Velocity contours in a test segment at the centre of the double-pipe  
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Figure D.7: A view of the double pipe showing the temperature distribution in the 
parallel flow type 
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Figure D.10:  The effect of integrating CFD solver with CHT on the temperature 
across the pipes (from the centre towards the outer surface) 
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Figure D.9: Variation of Temperature along the centre of inner pipe in comparison 
between conjugate and adiabatic flow systems 
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Figure D.11: The temperature profile along the inner surface in comparison between 
adiabatic and CHT flow systems 
Figure D.12: The temperature profile along the pipe at the outer surface in 
comparison between adiabatic and CHT flow systems 
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Figure D.14: Velocity contours for an element of the counter-flow CHT double-pipe 
system 
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Figure D.13: The temperature profile across the double-pipe in three regions 
D.3. Counter Flow Double-Pipe HE 
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Figure D.15: Temperature contours for an element of the counter-flow CHT double-pipe 
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APPENDIX (E) 
CAVITY AND CO-ROTATING DISCS 
E.1. Experimental Data 
The following tables are experimental results of temperature at the cavity-interface 
surfaces of the upstream and downstream co-rotating discs, given by Northrop (1984). 
Please note that ambient temperature and heat fluxes are not of the same values in all 
tests. 
Table E.1: Temperature readings at rotational speed 500          , with following 
parameters ambient temperature 300.09  , leading to an approximate outer face 
adiabatic temperature of 300.37  , air inlet temperature 289.00   and inner face mean 
heat flux  3188.16       
Location 
No. 
radius 
(  ) 
downstream 
disc T ( ) 
upstream 
disc T ( ) 
1 138 344.55 363.73 
2 177 353.80 369.71 
3 208 359.88 372.71 
4 235 363.87 374.39 
5 259 366.95 375.68 
6 282 369.75 377.06 
7 302 372.52 378.72 
8 321 375.17 380.50 
9 340 377.55 382.23 
10 357 379.59 383.83 
11 373 381.22 385.20 
12 389 382.35 386.23 
13 404 382.49 386.28 
14 419 381.04 384.59 
15 433 377.53 380.58 
16 447 371.59 373.75 
17 460 362.90 363.73 
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Table E.2: Temperature readings at rotational speed 1000          , with following 
parameters ambient temperature 301.86 K, leading to an approximate outer face 
adiabatic temperature of 302.97  , air inlet temperature 288.37   and inner face mean 
heat flux 4269.74       
Location 
No. 
radius 
(  ) 
downstream 
disc T ( ) 
upstream 
disc T ( ) 
1 138 343.70 354.21 
2 177 354.11 361.42 
3 208 361.14 365.76 
4 235 366.21 368.92 
5 259 370.54 371.99 
6 282 374.76 375.50 
7 302 379.12 379.60 
8 321 383.36 383.87 
9 340 387.24 387.97 
10 357 390.60 391.64 
11 373 393.32 394.72 
12 389 395.24 396.99 
13 404 395.62 397.65 
14 419 393.56 395.77 
15 433 388.35 390.61 
16 447 379.43 381.59 
17 460 366.34 368.23 
 
Table E.3: Temperature readings at rotational speed 1499          , with the 
following parameters: ambient temperature 304.01  , leading to an approximate outer 
face adiabatic temperature of 304.01  , air inlet temperature 288.19   and inner face 
mean heat flux 4619.27       
Location 
No. 
radius 
(  ) 
downstream 
disc T ( ) 
upstream 
disc T ( ) 
1 138 337.54 340.09 
2 177 344.09 346.97 
3 208 349.68 351.8 
4 235 355.22 355.85 
5 259 360.86 360.10 
6 282 366.68 365.02 
7 302 372.60 370.69 
8 321 378.29 376.54 
9 340 383.45 382.11 
10 357 387.88 387.08 
11 373 391.44 391.20 
12 389 393.94 394.22 
13 404 394.58 395.33 
14 419 392.39 393.55 
15 433 386.57 388.14 
16 447 376.53 378.49 
17 460 361.76 364.11 
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E.2. Numerical Visualisation 
This section illustrates the CFD prediction of temperature given by the CHT solver 
(SURF-HC) as in the following Figures E.1 to E.4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Figure E.1: 3D view of the temperature distribution contours in a segment of the co-
rotating discs 
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Figure E.2:  View of the temperature distribution in xz-plane of the co-rotating discs 
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Figure E.3: View of the temperature distribution in yz-plane of the downstream disc 
Figure E.4: View of the temperature distribution in yz-plane of the upstream disc 
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APPENDIX (F) 
HC CODE FEATURES 
The following appendices review the guidelines of using HC code and examples of how 
data are displayed.  
F.1. Input (Boundary Conditions) File 
The entrance of specified boundary conditions is made in a separate file of format 
case.bou. The boundary details are given according to the boundary type (not the 
boundary surface). This strategy saves time and memory when numerous surfaces are of 
same boundary types. Table F.1 shows the inputs inside case.bou file. 
 
Table F.1: The boundary condition (case.bou) file is set up in this work as the input file 
of HC code 
 
N1 N2     
N3      
Group 
number (N4) 
Boundary type 
(N5) 
Heat flux 
(  ) 
Heat 
convection 
coefficient 
(h) 
Temperature 
of fluid 
     
Temperature 
at the 
surface 
(  ) 
Case name 
(or any 
text) 
Number of 
modelled 
bodies (N6), 
not important 
    
Body number 
(N7) 
Thermal 
conductivity 
(k) 
Internal 
heat 
generation 
rate (   ) 
Initial 
temperature 
(   ) 
  
 
The definition of each character is as follows: 
N1: an integer, which is 0, 1 or 2. (0) is set for initial calculations, (1) for reading from 
old data of matching non-conforming meshes only and (3) for building from all old data 
including previous solution. 
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N2: scale conversion factor, which is set to [1] when no value is entered. 
N3: number of boundary type groups. Each group of faces has specific type of 
boundary. 
N4: group number, which can contain more than on face of the geometry. 
N5: type of boundary. The types of boundaries (N5) are recognised by the code 
according to their integer values, as: (1) Dirichlet type of boundary condition, i.e. fixed 
temperature, (2) given fluid temperature and convection coefficient, i.e. Neumann 
boundary condition, (3) fixed heat flux, including adiabatic wall when heat flux is set to 
zero, this type is of Neumann boundary condition, (4) solid-to-solid interface, i.e. there 
is another solid domain with different specifications, and (5) solid-to-fluid interface, i.e. 
coupling with SURF is occurring through this surface (or group of surfaces). When 
some inputs do not apply to the type of boundary condition, these inputs are given as 
zero. For example, if a Dirichlet boundary condition applies, only surface temperature is 
read by the code and the rest are considered zero. 
N6: number of modelled bodies. If there is more than one volume is read as solid 
domains, it is recommended to insert the number. However, the code will search the 
number of volumes from the mesh file. 
N7: body number, if there is more than one volume to be read. Otherwise, it must be 
[1]. 
An example of the input file created for a typical rotating disc case is shown in Table 
F.2. 
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Table F.2: Typical example of boundary file created in HC code, representing Northrop 
co-rotating discs 
 
 
F.3. Customized Boundary by HC Code 
Boundary conditions in HC code can be customized either by internal modification, for 
complicated types of BCs, or by the boundary condition file. An example of a 
customized boundary condition is given in Figure F.1. 
 
 
 
 
q
=
3
0
0
  
  
 
 
 
adiabatic 
Customized B.C. 
    Figure F.1: Temperature contours in a rectangular geometry showing a user 
(defined) customized boundary type by HC code 
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Example of reading a group of boundary data with their specified boundary types is 
shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
F.4. HC Outputs 
The iterations and residuals until the end of the simulations are displayed on the screen 
then the results, which contain coordinates (x, y, & z axes) and temperature, are saved 
in the temperature file. Iterations given by HC code for a typical example of co-rotating 
discs, with internal surfaces of fixed temperatures 355 K and external ones exposed to 
fluid flow with temperature 340 K, is displayed below. A typical example of residuals 
history is given in Figure F.2. 
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Figure F.2: Residuals history given by HC code for a typical example of co-rotating 
discs 
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APPENDIX (G) 
SURF-HC CODE FEATURES 
This appendix clarifies the guidelines of using SURF-HC. SURF-HC is an integration 
of the CFD code (SURF) with the numerical heat conduction code (HC). For more 
information about how to use SURF, the reader is refered to SURF users guide issued 
by SURF Flow Solutions Ltd.  
 
G.1. Input Files 
In the original SURF code, there are three main input files one for pre-processing, so 
called case.flag file and two solving files, namely case.top and case.bou. In flag (or 
case.flag) file of SURF code, the adiabatic wall is assigned with the maker 1-800. When 
dealing with CHT problem, the interface wall is no longer adiabatic. Hence, the 
interface wall is assigned in SURF-HC code within the markers 11-20. The boundary 
file entries should remain in the same format of SURF. However, the boundary file 
values need to be consistent with the CHT system requirements.  
 
In top (or case.top) file, the thermal conductivity of the static-fluid near the wall is 
defined as fcon and need to be given, otherwise this will be assumed as 0.0285 
         . Example of thermal conductivity entry is shown below in table G.1 of a 
typical HE case, lmmf80.top file. 
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Table G.1: A typical example of top file entries in SURF-HC code. 
 
 
G.2.  Output Files 
In a similar way to SURF solving procedure, the output data are displayed on the screen 
and can be plotted in form of residual history using plotting software, as shown in 
Figure G.1 The output data can be transferred into the unknown file and saved for 
plotting the results. 
 
Figure G.1: A typical residual history for the rotating cavity 
In Figure G.1, the residuals go up at certain points and start converging again. This 
shape refers to the iteration levels where IDIs start again.  
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APPENDIX (H) 
Properties of Air 
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